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129 MARKET STREET, TE AWAMUTU • PH (07) 871 7099 • FAX (07) 871 8435

SINGLETON and HANSEN
PLUMBING LTD

• Plumbing • Drainage • Roofing • Spouting • Gas Fitting • Solid Fuel Heating• Water Tanks • Plumbing Supplies• Biolytic Waste Systems
• Solar Heating

Microlene Water Filters
Water Pumps
Polyethylene Tanks

Master
Plumbers

THINKINGTHINKING WATER TANKS?WATER TANKS?

Guaranteed Lowest Prices 

of Water Tanks 
in N.Z. 

Suppliers of:
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Benson Road, Te Awamutu.Benson Road, Te Awamutu. PPhone:hone: 07 870 2411. 07 870 2411. www.powerfarming.co.nzwww.powerfarming.co.nz

Drill Aitchison 3020DT Trailed, 20 row ..........$25,500

Drill Aitchison 8122DT Dual Box, 22 row, Seed, Fert, 
last one left at old pricing .................................$35,000

Drill Aitchison 3016c, 16 run linkage, do your own 
when you need ................................................$18,500

Balegrab ...........................................................$1,850

Silage Grab - Rata 1.5, good cond, Euro .........$2,650

Reese Bale Clamp - NEW ................................$2,550

Post Drivers - New & Used From .....................$3,500

Spreader - New Aitchison twin spinner, 1 tonne
................................................... Special Price $6,600

Spreader - Vogal Spreadmax Ex400 ................$1,940

Spreader - Vogal Linkage, 500 litre ...................$1,950

Spreader - Aitchison 460, Trailed ......................$2,625

Air Seeders for all types of implements

All prices exclude GST

Murray Barclay
0274 753 690
(07) 872 1964

Mike Whitburn
0274 824 614
(07) 846 5554

Kverneland DVP A3.15
Joystick controlled, depth & gang adjustment

1 ONLY @ OLD PRICING - BE QUICK!

BALE CLAMPS  • Hustler  • Rata  • Reese
FROM $2530

Aitchison 8122CT   Dual box, hydraulic openers
1 ONLY @ OLD PRICING OF $35,000 - RETAIL $45,000

Jay-Lor Mixer Wagon
Single or twin rotor, trailed, stationary or truck mount 
options, the most effective CUT & MIX on the market

Call for a demo

           MASCHIO
• Power Harrows  • Spike Rotors  • Rotary Hoes

Special Pricing at 3.95% fi nance rate

Same 4.25 Spreader
Extension & cover, road lights, $14,400
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McCormick MTX185 3100 Hrs. Front suspension . $85,000

McCormick MTX150 S/L FEL 3500 Hrs. 1 owner .. $85,000

McCormick MTX120 2000 Hrs. Immaculate .......... $77,000

McCormick MC135 6cyl, 1700hrs, Stoll Fel

McCormick CX95 3 speed, wet clutch, Stoll Fel - 3rd service

Same Explorer II 1 owner, 3000 Hrs,
4 wheel braking, very tidy ....................................... $32,000

New Holland TL90 Cab and rops, dry stock owners, 
both 1 owners ............................................... from $38,000

Massey Ferguson 3085 Great model, ideal towing tractor

Iseki 550/4 Great platform tractor, 
repainted & looking good ........................................ $14,500

Iseki SGR19 Diesel lawn tractor, hi dump catcher ....$7,900

2.4, 2.8, 3.2
Disc Mowers RF135  3D Bale Pack

3mts to 7.6mts
Fanex Rotary Tedders Rakes

3mts to 11.0mts

NEW All in stock - call us about our unbeatable deals 2nd hand – Bale your own
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We offer high quality workmanship in all areas of earthmoving needs:
• Bulk earthworks • Roading • Subdivisions • Ponds        plus much more...
• House sites • Commercial sites • Waterways • Effl uent pond cleaning

Ngahinapouri Calf Club
Ngahinapouri School staged its

annual agricultural day on Octo-
ber 14 and were lucky to have

fine weather until the last 10 minutes.
Once again the day ran smoothly

thanks to support from parents.
Numbers were down slightly on last

year but the students, their animals and
all the spectators had a great day.

CALVES
Leading, senior: Jessie Hodges, 1;

Nicole Davys, 2; Dean Fullerton, 3;
Dyani Morgan, 4. Intermediate:
Bodie Hodges, 1; Cameron Wilson, 2;
Carter Wrathall, 3; Tia Thompson, 4.
Junior A: Hannah Quinlan, 1; Gracie
Benn, 2; Campbell Peake, 3; Bianca
McKinley, 4. Junior B: Alex
Macdonald, 1; Frankie Benn, 2; Jack
Miller, 3; Thomas Young, 4.

Champion: Alex Macdonald;
Reserve: Jessie Hodges.

Templar Cup: Jessie Hodges.
Devicich Shield: Bodie Hodges.
McLeod Cup: Hannah Quinlan.
Group of threes: Carter Wrathall,

Bodie Hodges, Jessie Hodges, 1; Nicole
Davys

Dyani Morgan, Richard Peake, 2;
Daniel Reymer, Zac Gaby, Jeremy
Schinkel, 3; Nathan Wilson

Bianca McKinley, Aidan Jury, 4.
Rearing, Senior: Madisyn Benn-

Pearce, 1; Zac Gaby, 2; Daniel Reymer,
3; Dean Fullerton, 4. Intermediate:
Carter Wrathall, 1; Bodie Hodges, 2;
Tia Thompson, 3; Jayden McKinley, 4.
Junior A: Gracie Benn, 1; Hannah
Quinlan, 2; Campbell Peake, 3; Bianca
McKinley, 4. Junior B: Frankie Benn,
1; Thomas Young, 2; Alex Macdonald,
3; Jack Miller, 4.

Champion: Madisyn Benn-Pearce;
Reserve: Carter Wrathal.

Marsden Cup: Madisyn Benn-
Pearce.

Gaddes Trophy: Carter Wrathall.
Shailer Trophy: Gracie Benn.
Dairy Type, Heavy, Early: Bianca

McKinley, 1; Dean Fullerton, 2; Dean
Fullerton, 3; Richard Peake, 4. Late:
Jack Miller, 1; Daniel Reymer, 2;
Jayden McKinley, 3; Campbell Peake,
4. Light, Early: Thomas Young, 1;
Nicole Davys, 2; Tia Thompson, 3;

Madisyn Benn-Pearce, 4. Late: Carter
Wrathall, 1; Jessie Hodges, 2; Jayden
McKinley, 3; Jordan Dick 4, Bodie
Hodges 5.

Champion: Carter Wrathall;
Reserve: Thomas Young.

McFarlane Cup: Carter Wrathall.
Frosterly Trophy: Carter

Wrathall.
Child and Calf Consolation

Cup: Amber Rowan-Sanders.
BEEF

Leading, Senior: Jeremy
Schinkel, 1; Patrick Jury, 2; Aidan Jury,
3; Jeremy Schinkel, 4. Junior: Seth
Peake, 1; Ayden Ellis, 2; Quin Miller, 3;
Blair Ellis, 4.

Champion, Lodge Trophy:
Jeremy Schinkel; Reserve: Patrick
Jury.

Rearing, Senior: Jeremy Schinkel,
1; Patrick Jury, 2; Aidan Jury, 3;
Jeremy Schinkel, 4. Junior: Seth
Peake, 1; Ayden Ellis, 2; Blair Ellis, 3;
Quin Miller, 4.

Champion, Crowe Cup: Jeremy
Schinkel; Reserve: Patrick Jury.

Type, Early, Senior: Jeremy
Schinkel, 1; Jeremy Schinkel, 2; Seth
Peake, 3. Junior: Patrick Jury, 1;
Aidan Jury, 2; Blair Ellis, 3; Ayden Ellis,
4.

Champion, Hammond Trophy:
Jeremy Schinkel; Reserve: Jeremy
Schinkel.

LAMBS
Most Obvious Pet, Intermedi-

ate: Emma Keall, 1; Baylee Quinlan, 2;
Samantha Bloor, 3; Hunter Reeve, 4.
Junior: Bradley Thomas, 1; Jessica
Ward, 2; Kelli Brown, 3; Jack Bishop,
4. Sub-Junior A: Nicholas Geer, 1;
Andre Bouma, 2; Kayla Reymer, 3;
Jordan Caie, 4. Sub-Junior B: Ben
Keall, 1; Max Hawkings, 2; Kate
Spence, 3; Jack Duff, 4.

Champion, Wing Cup: Emma
Keall; Reserve: Baylee Quinlan.

Leading, Intermediate: Hunter
Reeve, 1; Samantha Bloor, 2; Jacob
Reymer, 3; Sam Brown, 4. Junior:
Jarrod Dean, 1; Jack Bishop, 2; Kelli
Brown, 3; Hannah Wallace, 4. Sub-
Junior A: Andre Bouma, 1; Kayla
Reymer, 2; Jordan Caie, 3; Nicholas

Wallace, 4. Sub-Junior B: Alex
Mumby, 1; Ben Keall, 2; Kate Spence,
3; Max Hawkings, 4.

Champion, Spencer Baty Cup:
Alex Mumby; Reserve: Hunter Reeve.

Group of Threes: Jacob Reymer,
Kayla Reymer, Andre Bouma, 1;
Bradley Thomas, Jarrod Dean, Alex
Mumby, 2; Louie Vanner, Baylee
Quinlan, Emma Keall, 3; Hunter Reeve,
Sam Brown, Kelli Brown, 4.

Rearing, Intermediate: Jacob
Reymer, 1; Baylee Quinlan, 2;
Samantha Bloor, 3; Sam Brown, 4.
Junior: Jack Bishop, 1; Jarrod Dean,
2; Kelli Brown, 3; Hannah Wallace, 4.

Sub-Junior A: Kayla Reymer, 1;
Jordan Caie, 2; Andre Bouma, 3;
Nicholas Geer, 4. Sub-Junior B: Ben
Keall, 1; Jack Duff, 2; Max Hawkings,
3; Alex Mumby, 4.

Champion: Jacob Reymer;
Reserve: Baylee Quinlan.

Ngahinapouri School Cup,
David Finlayson Memorial Trophy:
Jacob Reymer.

Strathmore Trophy: Jack Bishop.
Oatway Trophy: Kayla Reymer.

KIDS
Most Obvious Pet, Senior: Joanna
Bishop, 1; Holly Kimber, 2; Annalise
Bowman, 3. Junior: Holly Watts, 1;
Pieta Bouma, 2; Cameron Bowman, 3;
Letitia Bowman, 4.
Champion, Aitken Cup: Joanna
Bishop; Reserve: Holly Kimber.
Leading, Senior: Joanna Bishop, 1;
Holly Kimber, 2; Lauren Dunbier, 3;
Letitia Bowman, 4. Junior: Holly
Watts, 1; Pieta Bouma, 2; Cameron
Bowman, 3.
Champion, Bell Cup: Joanna
Bishop. Reserve: Holly Watts.
Group of Threes: Lauren Dunbier,
Joanna Bishop , Sarah Moore, 1; Letitia
Bowman, Holly Kimber, Pieta Bouma,
2; Cameron Bowman, Holly Watts,
Annalise Bowman, 3.
Rearing, Senior: Holly Kimber, 1;
Letitia Bowman, 2; Annalise Bowman,
3; Sarah Moore, 4. Junior: Pieta
Bouma, 1; Holly Watts, 2; Cameron
Bowman, 3.
Champion, Thomas Cup: Holly
Kimber; Reserve: Pieta Bouma.
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Phone for a no obligation free quote

 Ph 07 870 2021

COMPLETE FERTILISER 

& LIME SERVICES

RON RUSSO
BULK SPREADING

Spreading Across the Waikato

BAG

CARTAGE

Urea

Causmag

Stock Meal

Bags delivered with Hiab

Fertiliser

Urea

Lime

Chicken
Litter

CARTAGE 

AND

SPREADING

Chicken Litter can also be supplied
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Cross Slot Services
The Drill that is revolutionising no-tillage!

Greg Muller (Owner Operator)
M. 027 5997 223

P. 07 871 5597
E. info@topcrops.co.nz

• Unique inverted-t shaped slot retains up to 14 times more moisture and 5 times 
more oxygen than other common slot shapes

• Bands fertilizer closely to the seed with no seed burn
• Increase crop and pasture yields by up to 50%
• Accurately controls seeding depth, even in variable-hardness soils
• For the fi rst time, depth-sensitve seeds can be no-tilled with confi dence

7044405AA

If you want to cover the ground, 
then settle for any drill

If you want results - Demand Cross Slot

SeedSeed FertiliserFertiliser

Beat the recession 
without sacrifi cing results!

Smoochie lives up to name

RR2010093A
SARAH JULIAN of Arohena School was grooming her intermediate calf, Smoochie at the Eastern Zone Group Day
on Friday when she gave it a big smooch (photo not posed).

RR2010093B
YKEMA brothers Matthew (left) and Thomas of Pukeatua School with
their goats Lisa and Izzy and mum Yvette at the Eastern Zone Group Day.

RR2010093C
JULIA MICKELL of Pukeatua SChool with
calf Patch, winner of the Junior Late
section at Eastern Zone Group Day.

Paterangi School
Agricultural Day
Paterangi School’s Agricultural Day was held on Thursday, October

15 and was deemed a great sucess despite the wet weather.
CALVES

Leading, Senior: Tayte Francis, 1; Bradley Magon, 2; Kaylah
Weastell, 3; Zac van Dorsten, 4; Jovana Hughes, 5; Elizabeth Abernethy,
6. Intermediate: Jessica Sinclair, 1; Megan Hobbs, 2; Zak Weastell, 3;
Te Rehua Cooper, 4; Lachie Finch, 5; Gabriella Kavanagh, 6. Junior:
Keiran West, 1; Jessica Johnson, 2; Daniel Sargent-Mens, 3; Mikayla
McClennan, 4; Georgia Cutforth, 5. Novice: Joseph Abernethy, 1; Liam
Johnson, 2; Danielle Morton, 3; Gaby West, 4.

Champion: Keiran West; Reserve: Jessica Johnson.
Rearing, Senior: Jarrod Johnson, 1; Jovana Hughes, 2; Sean

Gatenby, 3; Elizabeth Abernethy, 4; Zac van Dorsten, 5; Porschea Walsh,
6.

Intermediate Rearing: Megan Hobbs, 1; Jessica Sinclair, 2;
Samantha Sargent-Mens, 3; Lachie Finch, 4; Te Rehua Cooper, 5;
Jennifer Sinclair, 6. Junior: Jessica Johnson, 1; Keiran West, 2; Daniel
Sargent-Mens, 3; Mikayla McClennan, 4; Georgia Cutforth, 5. Novice:
Danielle Morton, 1; Gaby West, 2; Joseph Abernethy, 3; Liam Johnson,
4.

Champion: Jarrod Johnson; Reserve: Megan Hobbs.
Dairy Type Friesian: Georgia Cutforth, 1; Taylor Cutforth, 2; Gaby

West, 3; Ashleigh O’Connor, 4. Type Beef: Shane Cassidy. Dairy Type
Jersey: Clint Kavanagh, 1; Jessica Johnson, 2; Keiran West, 3; Jarrod
Johnson, 4; Gabriella Kavanagh, 5. Dairy Type Crossbreed: Jovana
Hughes, 1; Elizabeth Abernethy, 2; Te Rehua Cooper, 3; Lachie Finch, 4;
Connor Abernethy, 5; Jessica Sinclair, 6. Dairy Type Ayrshire: Bradley
Magon, 1; Tayte Francis, 2; Zac van Dorsten, 3; Danielle Morton, 4; Sean
Gatenby, 5; Kaylah Weastell, 6.

Best Dressed Calf (Janet Macky Cup): Kaylah Weastell, 1;
Jennifer Sinclair, 2; Lachie Finch, 3; Te Rehua Cooper, 4.

Germann Rosebowl: Keiran West
Baker Cup: Megan Hobbs, Jessica Johnson.

LAMBS
Most Obvious Pet, Senior: Travis Henderson, 1; Jack Glasson, 2.

Intermediate: Nikita Lyons, 1; Jonty Bell, 2. Junior: Tayla West, 1;
Troy Glasson, 2; Cole Claydon, 3; Haydee Anson, 4. Novice: Sean
Anson, 1; Alexis McClennan, 2; Lily Claydon, 3; Jacob Penny, 4; Reagan
Anson, 5.

Champion: Travis Henderson; Reserve: Nikita Lyons.
Leading, Senior: Travis Henderson, 1; Jack Glasson, 2. Intermedi-

ate Jonty Bell, 1; Nikita Lyons, 2. Junior: Tayla West, 1; Troy Glasson,
2; Haydee Anson, 3; Cole Claydon, 4. Novice: Sean Anson, 1; Alexis
McClennan, 2; Lily Claydon, 3; Reagan Anson, 4; Jacob Penny, 5.

Champion: Tayla West; Reserve: Jonty Bell.
Rearing, Senior: Travis Henderson, 1; Jack Glasson, 2. Intermedi-

ate: Jonty Bell, 1; Nikita Lyons, 2. Junior: Tayla West, 1; Cole Claydon,
2; Haydee Anson, 3; Troy Glasson, 4. Novice: Reagan Anson, 1; Jacob
Penny, 2; Alexis McClennan, 3; Lily Claydon, 4; Sean Anson, 5.

Best Dressed Lamb: (Muggeridge Cup) Haydee Anson, 1; Travis
Henderson, 2; Sean Anson, 3; Reagan Anson, 4; Troy Glasson, 5.

Kjeldsen Cup: Travis Henderson, 1; Tayla West, 2.
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FINANCE

132 Kihikihi Road, Te Awamutu.  Phone 871 3079
www.wilksbrooke.co.nzILANA WILKS

(0275) 445 262
iwilks@wilksbrooke.co.nz

MARK PENNY
(0274) 310 880

mpenny@wilksbrooke.co.nz
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I’m already testing Suzuki’s 2010 farm bikes and I know for a fact there’s a whole lot of 2009 models 
still to sell. All these 4x4 ATV are covered by Suzuki’s industry-leading 24 month, 15,000km warranty* 
so you’ll have maximum peace of mind and a damn good new farm bike to boot. This is your best 
chance to get no-nonsense Suzuki quality, reliability and backup - all at a seriously reduced price. 
So don’t muck around, get onto us today.

KingQuad 400 4x4 Auto or Manual

$9,770 ex GST
LT-A400FK9 - Save over $1,000 on Fieldays price!

LT-F400FK9 - Save over $900 on Fieldays price!

*Suzuki’s 24 month, 15,000km warranty applies to 4x4 ATV only. Cashback offers include GST. Offers valid from 1 September until 31 October 2009 or while stocks last.

KingQuad 450 Auto

$13,778 ex GST
LT-A450XK9

KingQuad 500 4x4 Power Steer Auto

$15,107 ex GST
LT-A500XPK9

Mudbug TF125

$2,999 ex GST

$800
CASH BACK $800

CASH BACK

$400
CASH BACK$800

CASH BACK

$400
CASH BACK

KingQuad 750 4x4 Auto

$15,551 ex GST
LT-A750XK9

Trojan DR200E

$4,999 ex GST

DON’T FORGET!

TAKE THE CASH BACK OFF

THESE ALREADY AMAZING PRICES

Snowy shines at Eastern Zone

RR2010095A
KALEB Van der Hulst (left) of Wharepapa South and Snowy were winners of the sub junior lamb ‘most obvious pet’ ribbon
at Eastern Zone Group Day held at Pukeatua on Friday. Other placegetters were, from left: Monique English, Kirsty Nordell,
James Anderson and Thomas Bayley.

Puahue results
CALVES

Leading, Senior: Rosa
deJong, 1; Riana Nelson, 2;
Brittany Turner, 3. Intermedi-
ate: Harrison Brown, 1; Ben
O’Regan, 2; Danyon Nelson,
3. Junior: Jordan Jackson, 1;
Connor Gower, 2; Arden
Turner, 3.

Champion: Harrison
Brown; Reserve: Ben
O’Regan.

Obstacle Course,
Senior: Kayla Smith, 1; Riana
Nelson, 2; Rosa deJong, 3.
Intermediate: Ben O’Regan,
1; Kate Hayes, 2; Danyon
Nelson, 3. Junior: Jordan
Jackson, 1; Connor Gower, 2;
Arden Turner, 3.

Champion: Ben O’Regan;
Reserve: Kayla Smith.

Rearing, Senior:
Annalise Brown, 1; Brittany
Turner, 2; Riana Nelson, 3.
Intermediate: Danyon Nel-
son, 1; Ben O’Regan, 2; Harri-
son Brown, 3. Junior:
Jordan Jackson, 1; Connor
Gower, 2; Arden Turner, 3.

Champion: Danyon Nel-
son; Reserve: Ben O’Regan.

Dairy Type, Heavy:
Connor Gower, 1; Douwe
deBoer, 2; Rosa deJong, 3.
Light: Ben O’Regan, 1; Arden
Turner, 2; Kate Hayes, 3.

Champion: Ben O’Regan;
Reserve: Arden Turner.

Senior Calf Cup: Kayla
Smith.

Intermediate Calf Cup:
Ben O’Regan.

Junior Calf Cup: Jordan
Jackson.

Livestock Improvement
Ribbon: Riana Nelson (for the
care and attention paid to her
calf over the whole day, not
only when in the ring).

LAMBS
Leading, Senior: Caleb

Hoffman, 1; Lukas Nordell, 2;
Harriet Storey, 3. Intermedi-
ate: Kirsty Nordell, 1; Logan

Oldfield, 2; Jasmine Weaver,
3. Junior: Mitchell Scott, 1;
Sam Towers, 2; Anna Turner,
3.

Champion: Caleb
Hoffman; Reserve: Lukas
Nordell.

Most Obvious Pet,
Senior: Harriet Storey, 1;
Caleb Hoffman, 2; Lukas
Nordell, 3. Intermediate:
Monique English, 1; Tim
Greenwood, 2; Kirsty Nordell,
3. Junior: Dylan Charlton, 1;
Sam Towers, 2; William
McNeil, 3.

Champion: Monique Eng-
lish; Reserve: Tim Green-
wood.

Rearing, Senior: Lukas
Nordell, 1; Caleb Hoffman, 2;
Harr iet Storey, 3.
Intermedaite, early: Monique
English, 1; Jasmine Weaver, 2;
Nicole Scott, 3. Late: Kirsty
Nordell, 1; Georgia Storey, 2;
Tim Greenwood, 3. Junior:
Mitchell Scott, 1; William
McNeil, 2; Sam Towers, 3.

Champion: Lukas
Nordell; Reserve: Caleb
Hoffman.

Senior Lamb Cup: Caleb
Hoffman.

Intermediate Lamb
Cup: Monique English.

Junior Lamb Cup:
Mitchell Scott.

KIDS
Leading/Obstacle: Luke

Price, 1; Samantha Price, 2;
Jocelyn Moir, 3.

Most Obvious Pet:
Samantha Price, 1; Luke
Price, 2; Jocelyn Moir, 3.

Rearing: Samantha Price,
1; Luke Price, 2; Jocelyn Moir,
3.

Kid Cup: Samantha Price.
Puahue School thanks its

The National Bank, Agrisea
and Livestock Improvement
and Ingham Honda and LJ
Hooker for the use of their
tents.

Ngutunui School Calf Club results
Congratulations to all competi-

tors for showing their
animals at Ngutunui School.

CALVES
Leading, Senior: Leah Scott, 1;
Jesse Bridgeman, 2; Liam Schreurs,
3; Kalem Wallis, 4; Jordan Chevis,
Merit. Junior: Lachlan Wallis, 1;
Maddy Schreurs, 2; Tylah
Dodunski, 3; Renee Schreurs, 4.
Champion: Leah Scott; Reserve:
Lachlan Wallis.
Rearing, Senior: Kalem Wallis, 1;
Leah Scott, 2; Jordan Chevis, 3;
Liam Schreurs, 4; Jesse Bridgeman,
Merit. Junior: Lachlan Wallis, 1;
Tylah Dodunski , 2; Maddy
Schreurs, 3; Renee Schreurs, 4.
Champion: Kalem Wal l is ;

Reserve: Lachlan Wallis.
Dairy Type Friesian: Tylah
Dodunski, 1; Liam Schreurs, 2;
Lachlan Wallis, 3.
Dairy Type Jersey: Maddy
Schreurs, 1; Kalem Wallis, 2; Renee
Schreurs, 3; Jesse Bridgeman, 4.
Dairy Type Beef: Leah Scott, 1;
Jordan Chevis, 2.

LAMBS
Most Obvious Pet, Senior:

Jayden Fynn, 1; Tui van Tol, 2;
Lachlan Scott, 3. Intermediate:
Ali Mills, 1; Dylan Macale-Taituha,
2; James Scott, 3; Katelyn Edge-
combe, 4. Junior: Josh Edge-
combe, 1; Fiona Brennan, 2;
Joshua Levin, 3; Caleb Dowty, 4.
Merit: Briarly Dodunski. Novice:

Taylor King, 1; Nataleigha Davis, 2;
Hadley Dodunski, 3; Bree Scott, 4.

Champion: Josh Edgecombe;
Reserve: Taylor King.

Leading. Senior: Jayden Fynn,
1; Tui van Tol, 2; Lachlan Scott, 3;
Nataleigha Davis, 4. Intermediate:
James Scott, 1; Ali Mills, 2; Dylan
Macale-Taituha, 3; Katelyn Edge-
combe, 4. Junior: Fiona Brennan,
1; Josh Edgecombe, 2; Briarly
Dodunski, 3; Joshua Levin, 4; Caleb
Dowty, Merit. Novice: Taylor King,
1; Bree Scott, 2; Hadley Dodunski,
3; Nataleigha Davis, 4.

Champion: James Scott;
Reserve: Jayden Fynn.

Rearing, Senior: Tui van Tol,
1; Jayden Fynn, 2; Lachlan Scott, 3.

Intermediate: Ali Mills, 1; James
Scott, 2; Katelyn Edgecombe, 3;
Dylan Macale-Taituha, 4. Junior:
Briarly Dodunski, 1; Fiona Brennan,
2; Caleb Dowty, 3; Taylor King, 4;
Joshua Levin, Merit. Novice:
Nataleigha Davis, 1; Bree Scott, 2;
Josh Edgecombe, 3; Hadley
Dodunski, 4.

KIDS
Most Obvious Pet, Leading,

Rearing: Dylan Fynn, 1.
Tye Cup: Lachlan Wallis,

Maddy Schreurs and Tylah
Dodunski. Benson Cup: Kalem
Wallis. Johnston Cup: Fiona
Brennan. Ngutunui Cup: Dylan
Macale-Taituha. Youngest Com-
petitor Award: Taylor King.
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New For This Season!New For This Season!

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:
Mowing, raking, conditioning, baling with both 
tube and individual wrapping, and conventional 
hay baling. We offer competitive rates. 

FOR ALL ENQUIRIES PHONE GARY ON 
0274 166 705 or 07 871 1843 

INDIVIDUAL WRAPPER IS FAST AND EFFICIENT 
PRODUCING QUALITY BALES

Arohena School
Calf Club Day
Arohena School had a ‘fantastic’ day

for their calf club with a 90% turnout
of entries, and, thankfully, the

weather held off to allow their day to run
smoothly.

CALVES
Leading, Senior: Emma Bethell, 1;

Rudolf Wolmarans, 2; Troy Bethell, 3;
Ethan Bannerman, 4. Intermediate: Hera
Retemeyer, 1; Sarah Julian, 2; Leah
Belfield, 3; Rhett Evans, 4. Junior: Adam
Ormond, 1; Nick Bethell, 2; Zinzan
Jefferies, 3; Robert Radu, 4.

Champion, Maddern Cup : Emma
Bethell; Reserve: Hera Retemeyer.

Rearing, Senior: Mackenzie Belfield,
1; Hamish Davison, 2; Emma Bethell, 3;
Rudolf Wolmarans, 4. Intermediate: Leah
Belfield, 1; Rhett Evans, 2; Jovaughn
Evans, 3; Sarah Julian, 4. Junior: Adam
Ormond, 1; Emma Ormond, 2; Paige
Roycroft, 3; Damon Bannerman and Paige
Brocket 4=.

Champion, Ballenger Cup:
Mackenzie Belfield; Reserve: Leah
Belfield.

Dairy Type, Senior, Heavy:
Mackenzie Belfield, 1; Hamish Davison, 2;
Rudolf Wolmarans, 3; Alexandru Radu, 4.
Light: Rochelle Vujcich, 1. Intermediate,
Heavy: Leah Belfield, 1; Sarah Julian 2.
Light: Jovaughn Evans, 1; Rhett Evans 2.
Junior, Heavy: Adam Ormond, 1; Emma
Ormond, 2; Phoebe Vincent, 3. Light:
Zinzan Jefferies, 1; Paige Brocket, 2;
Damon / Chris Bannerman, 3.

Champion, Dairy Type Cup:
Mackenzie Belfield; Reserve: Hamish
Davison.

Obstacle Course, Senior/Inter-
mediate: Emma Bethell, 1; Troy Bethell,
2; Hera Retemeyer, 3. Junior: Paige
Roycroft, 1; Nick Bethell, 2; Regan
Parsons, 3; Robert Radu, 4.

Champion, Agricultural Club:
Emma Bethell. Reserve: Paige Roycroft.

LAMBS
Most Obvious Pet Senior: Chen

Naude, 1; Huiroa TaiRakena, 2; Kate
Foulkes, 3; Shianne Meredith, 4. Inter-
mediate: Caitlyn Julian, 1; Alec Bryant, 2;
Aihe Tai Rakena, 3; Steffan Foulkes, 4.
Junior: Jayden Morris, 1; Judah-Ray
Evans, 2; Jacob Robert Graham, 3; Jack
Adams, 4.

Champion, Most Obvious Pet Cup:
Chen Naude; Reserve: Jayden Morris.

Leading Senior: Shianne Meredith, 1;
Huiroa Tai Rakena, 2; Katie Foulkes, 3;
Chen Naude, 4. Intermediate: Alec
Bryant, 1; Caitlyn Julian, 2; Aihe Tai
Rakena, 3; Steffan Foulkes, 4. Junior:
Jack Adams, 1; Jayden Morris, 2; Shaye
Retemeyer, 3; Jacob Robert Graham, 4.

Champion, Hunter Cup: Shianne
Meredith; Reserve: Jack Adams.

Rearing Senior: Shianne Meredith, 1;
Katie Foulkes, 2; Huiroa Tai Rakena, 3;
Chen Naude, 4. Intermediate: Alec
Bryant, 1; Caitlyn Julian, 2; Steffan
Foulkes, 3; Aihe Tai Rakena, 4. Junior:
Jack Adams, 1; Jayden Morris, 2; Shaye
Retemeyer, 3; Judah-Ray Evans, 4.

Champion, Johnstone Cup: Shianne
Meredith; Champion: Jack Adams.

KIDS
Most obvious Pet, Intermediate/

Junior: Caylib Sanderlands, 1; Brett Wil-
son, 2; Daniel Morris, 3.

Champion: Caylib Sanderlands;
Reserve: Brett Wilson.

Obstacle Course, Intermediate/
Junior: Brett Wilson, 1; Daniel Morris, 2;
Caylib Sanderlands, 3.

Champion: Brett Wilson; Reserve
Champion: Daniel Morris.

Rearing, Intermediate/Junior: Brett
Wilson, 1; Daniel Morris, 2; Caylib
Sanderlands, 3.

Champion: Brett Wilson; Reserve:
Daniel Morris.

Kid Trophy: Brett Wilson.

Email your results in plain text to
dean.taylor@teawamutucourier.co.nz
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 Manufacturers and Suppliers of:

Livingstone Lane (off Bond Rd), Te Awamutu

Phone: 871 7734 - Fax: 871 7792

Email: farm.eng@xtra.co.nz

General Repairs and On-Site Welding
24hr Service Team (Ph 0274 771 888)

Welding of Steel, Aluminium 
and Stainless Machining, 

Engineering Supplies

SERVING THE FARMER FOR 48 YEARS. 
FOR ALL YOUR ENGINEERING

ENQUIRIES PHONE DES MILGATE

ROTARY COW SHEDS
HERRINGBONE COW SHEDS

YARDS AND PIPE WORK
KATROL TOP GATES

6947216AA

Utilising farm effluent

A Waikato roadshow will reveal how
to maximise the potential of effluent and
let it pay dividends for the farm business.

Field days are being held on six
Waikato dairy farms next month in
Ngahinapouri, Reperoa, Te Aroha,
Hauraki Plains, Piopio and Matamata.

The local field day (11am-1pm, free
lunch provided) is being held on
Wednesday, November 4 on the
Glover’s Drumlea Farm (1873
Kakaramea Rd, supply no. 73330).

Hosted by DairyNZ, Environment
Waikato, Fonterra and Federated
Farmers, the days are designed to
address daily management issues and
demonstrate how to implement hassle-
free effluent systems.

DairyNZ environmental extension
specialist Mike Bramley says good use
of effluent boosts farm efficiency and
many farmers will benefit from the tips
provided during this year’s roadshow.

“These field days will demonstrate
how easily dairy shed effluent can be
utilised, particularly during these tight

times, to boost a farm’s efficiency and
profitability.”

How to capitalise on effluent, includ-
ing the principles of application depth
and rate, system management and
troubleshooting, will be outlined during
the roadshow.

Each field day will also provide detail
on nutrient management and storage
requirements, effluent use on crops,
contractor management and the finan-
cial value of effluent.

Environment Waikato sustainable
agricultural co-ordinator Gabriele
Kaufler says the roadshow is tailored to
address day-to-day management of
effluent systems, tackling key issues
facing dairy farmers.

“This is a great opportunity to get
your questions answered by effluent
management experts.

“Establishing a reliable and cost-
effective effluent management system
which suits an individual farm can be
challenging, so these field days are
designed to help farmers weigh up the

options.
“We will look at irrigator types and

their suitability for specific farms, along
with details on how to utilise effluent
nutrients effectively.”

Federated Farmers Waikato presi-
dent Stew Wadey says farmers will
benefit from practical tips for good
practice of on-farm nutrient manage-
ment.

‘‘Real systems and real problems will
be discussed to resolve concerns around
issues with on-farm effluent systems.
These roadshows will help farmers have
hassle-free systems on-farm.’’

Fonterra sustainable dairying
specialist Kathryn George says running
an environmentally friendly operation is
valuable for dairy farmers on a number
of fronts.

‘‘Complying with regulations is just
the start of running a sustainable
operation; effluent management is also
an area where dairy farmers can
improve their nutrient use efficiency and
save money.”
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COMMODORE SIDI call in for a test drive today, or we will come to you!

INTRODUCING a Commodore 
that sips fuel comparable to some 4 cylinder cars 

PLUS reduced emissions! 

A/hrs: Stu Tervit (07) 871 4700, 0274 827 856 • John Hare (07) 871 3794, 0274 427 856 • Allan Paterson (07) 871 3956, 0274 427 853 • Email: tmlsales@xtra.co.nz
Corner Churchill & Mahoe St • TE AWAMUTU • Phone (07) 871 5143

NEWSFLASH
Commodore Berlina achieves 983k’s on 
a tank of fuel. - NZ DRIVER OCTOBER 09 EDITION

SIDI Fuel Economy vs Competitors
Ford Falcon XT 6 Cyl

Honda CR-V 2.4L 4 Cyl

Toyota Aurion AT-X

Nissan Maxima 2.5L V6

Lexus LS 600HL 5.0L Hybrid

Ford Mondeo 2.3L (AT) 4 Cyl

3.0L SIDI Commodore Omega

                    10.5

            10.0

           9.9

     9.5

9.3

9.3

9.3

CHECK  THIS  OUT!
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FOR FRIENDLY, RELIABLE SERVICE CALL OWNER/OPERATOR

Maurice 07 870 1317 / 027 477 1656

ForkertForkert
CONTRACTINGCONTRACTING

Full Cultivation Service

Pasture/Crop Spraying

Crop & Pasture Planting & Renovation
Undersowing, power harrow seed box 
combination for one pass regrassing

Silage & Hay
Complete job, round, square and 

conventional bales
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16 ALBERT STREET, SH1, CAMBRIDGE.  07 827 7159  www.gaz.co.nz

SALES    SERVICE    PARTS

CVX Runout Special!
We have fantastic pricing on the last of these well proven, top spec tractorsWe have fantastic pricing on the last of these well proven, top spec tractors
150-160-175-195 models available, all fresh stock150-160-175-195 models available, all fresh stock
CVT, 50k, independent f/suspension, electric spools,CVT, 50k, independent f/suspension, electric spools,
Multicontroller armrestMulticontroller armrest

Ring us For the best value high spec Tractor in NZ
20,000

LOU BROWN
OUR TRAINED

YAMAHA TECHNICIAN
will go the extra mile

to ensure your
satisfaction.

 TELEPHONE   HAMILTON TOLL FREE  859 OHAUPO ROAD FACSIMILE
 07 872 0232 07 849 6000 TE AWAMUTU 07 871 8190

Farm Machinery Centre

YAMAHA BIKE SERVICINGYAMAHA BIKE SERVICING
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We at Norwoods have been servicing
YAMAHA bikes for the last 20 years, 

utilising genuine Yamaha parts.

• FARM  •  TRAIL  •  ROAD

SERVICE DIRECT LINE 872 0232SERVICE DIRECT LINE 872 0232

CALL US TODAY 
ABOUT THE NEXT SERVICE FOR YOUR YAMAHA

www.norwoods.co.nz/teawamutu

Staff recruitment

By Lee 
Astridge 
— Principal 
Consultant 
for NO8HR 

Whilst it seems incredible that Christ-
mas is just around the corner, even
more incredible is that it is the time

of year when those involved in dairy-farming
need to start thinking about their staffing
requirements for next season. It is also the
time of year when we see some staff
turnover which means employers need to
replace staff.

Often you will hear people talk about
Recruitment and Selection. Recruitment is
about marketing the role to a desired pool of
potential applicants. Selection is about
discriminating between applicants to decide
on the best person for your business i.e. the
person most likely to be successful and the
person who presents the least risk to your
business.

At No8HR we use and advocate a four
quadrant model for selection which ensures
employers gain insight into the four essential
areas to get the best selection results:

1. Personality (the character traits a
person normally displays)

2. Values (the principles a person holds
to and how these might influence their
expectations and experiences)

3. Capability (the natural capacity a
person has to learn)

4. Skill (the expertise a person has
already gained)

It is critical that when employers reach
the selection stage of their process that they
give consideration to each of these areas.
All too often one or two of these areas are
focused on and when the employee has
worked in the business for a while critical
‘gaps’ in the other areas begin to show.

As a minimum selection processes

should include:
· a face to face interview with pre-

prepared questions that will give insight into
the four areas above

· reference checks that cover the last 3
years of employment

· ‘on-farm’ work based tests that
measure the person’s current skills

· completion of an application form and
pre-employment medical questionnaire

The best recruitment processes also
include personality profiling to assess team
fit.

Research tells us that although inter-
views are the most common selection tool,
work based tests are the best at actually
predicting job performance. Second to
these are ability test which examine a
person’s capabilities in a particular area.

People recruiting for next year can plan
three simple steps now to improve their
‘on-farm’ selection practices:

1. Include a ‘farm-walk’ in the selection
process and while you are doing the walk
get them to explain specific things they see
/ would do i.e. condition score the cows,
estimate cover, help move stock . . .

2. Prepare your interview questions well
before the interview and make sure you
have questions that will give you good
information in each of the four quadrants.
Here are some to help:

a. Personality How would you describe
yourself at work?

b. Values From time to time we all have
to do things that we don’t like at work. What
was the last thing you were asked to do that
you didn’t agree with?

c. Capability What’s the most challeng-
ing thing you’ve ever undertaken?

d. Skill What are the steps you would
take when injecting antibiotics into the
vein?

3. Carry out reference checking after
you have interviewed the applicant so that
you can ask the referee specific questions
about what the applicant has told you about
their work with the referee.

Not surprisingly, the greater number of
selection tools you use, the better the quality
of the information you gather from the
applicant and the better your selection
decision will be.

For further assistance with all your
people and recruitment needs give us a call
at No8HR.
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Manoeuvre yourself 
into a new Cub Cadet

NO DEPOSIT
NO INTEREST & 
NO REPAYMENTS

FOR 12 MONTHS

7105402AA

TELEPHONE HAMILTON TOLL FREE

 07 872 0232 07 849 6000

Haydn Megaffin 

(0274) 428 056

Ken Seabright 

(0274) 437 729

Cedric Borlase 

(0274) 975 935

www.norwood.co.nz/teawamutu

Leading the way in engineeringLeading the way in engineering 
and innovation excellenceand innovation excellence

• VERSATILITY
• PRODUCTIVITY 
• DURABILITY

Farm Machinery Centre

Work harder - last longer Offer valid until 31/10/09

 859 OHAUPO ROAD FACSIMILE

 TE AWAMUTU 07 871 8191

with home 
grown grown 
meatmeat

Stock your Stock your 
freezer

Rickit Road, Te AwamutuRickit Road, Te Awamutu
Ph 871 5320 A/H 871 6305Ph 871 5320 A/H 871 6305

We have a vehicle We have a vehicle 
especially designed for especially designed for 
farm pick-up and killing farm pick-up and killing 
in your areain your area

Offal removal service Offal removal service 
availableavailable

We are not retail butchers We are not retail butchers 
and handle no stock, and handle no stock, 
except farmer-ownedexcept farmer-owned

We have a fully We have a fully 
equipped van to deliver equipped van to deliver 
your pre-packed meat your pre-packed meat 
back to youback to you

• Bacon Cured• Bacon Cured
• All corned cuts   • All corned cuts   

processed   processed
• Sausages• Sausages

All beasts hung for at All beasts hung for at 
least six days before least six days before 
processingprocessing

Ruakura low voltage stimulator for tenderising your homekills

6872601AA

Animal art commended

TC201009SP09
SECTION WINNER: Talulabell by
Brittany Carran (Otautau).

TC201009RR09
NGUTUNUI Enviro School students (from left) Heeni Blakely (6),
Tobias Bayliss (11) and Taylor Martin (12) with Natasha the calf.

Ngutunui students Taylor Martin,
Tobias Bayliss and Heeni
Blakely didn’t have entries in

their school agricultural day, but it didn’t
stop them from creating great pictures
in the annual www.calfclub.co.nz Art
Competition 2009.

The three were named in the top 20
prizewinners - each of them drew their
calves from last year.

‘Your Pet’ was the theme, which
struck a chord with young, rural New
Zealanders ranging from 5 to 13, who
entered a vast range of paintings,
drawings and collages.

The competition was organised by
dairy farmer co-operative, Livestock
Improvement, (LIC) as an extension of
its calf club website which was devel-
oped to provide rural children with
advice on the care, selection and
training of pets for exhibition at school
calf club or agricultural days.

The works of art were judged at
LIC’s base in Hamilton. As well as
winners in each section there were a
further 20 works selected as
prizewinners, each collecting a calf or
lamb feeder donated by Stallion Plastics
and an LIC gift bag.

Section winners: 5-7 years: Daniel
Drummond (Midhurst School) with
Emma the Lamb; 8-10 years: Brittany
Carran (Otautau School) with Talulabell
the Calf; 11-13 years: Thomas Bell
(Waihorunga School) with Blackie the
Cat.

Top twenty winners: Daniel
Drummond (Midhurst School),
Brittany Carran, Otautau School,
Thomas Bell (Waihorunga School),
Taylor Martin (Ngutunui Enviro
School), Shani Eisenmann (home
school, Waima Hil l ) , Bonnie
Clatworthy (Waingaro School), Tobias
Bayliss (Ngutunui Enviro School), Troy
Power (Waiau Pa School), Eleanor
Schollum (home school, Kaikohe),

Laura MacNab (Waingaro School),
Tiana Davison (Tikorangi School),
Etana Kerr (Karapiro School), Hayley
Maher (Mangaweka School), Jonty
Carran (Otautau School), Millie Wal-
lace (Newstead Model School), Laura
Woolf (Otautau School), Julia Sobye
(Kati Kati Primary School), Maegen
Clarke (Otautau School), Jessica
Gavan (Midhurst School), Heeni
Blakey (Ngutunui Enviro School).
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GRASS SILAGE - BALING
we do the complete job... mowing... baling and wrapping... stacking and carting

McHale Fusion Round Baler and
Wrapping Combination

FOR ALL YOUR ROUND BALING REQUIREMENTS - SILAGE, HAY, BALEAGE

Lely Swather and Fendt with Soft 
Hands for Stacking

PParkesarkes CContractingontracting LLtdtd
Phone Deane Parkes 027 561 1862, 870 2365 a/h

HELIWORXHELIWORX
Waikato Ltd

FREEPHONE 0508 HELIWORX (0508 435 496)

For All Your SPRAYING
&FERTILISER Requirements

AgGPSAgGPS
equippedequipped

Call Alister Boyd your local operator ph/fax 07 825 9997
Mob 027 491 2443, Email: alister@heliworxwaikato.co.nz

www.heliworxwaikato.co.nz

� Gorse   � Blackberry   � Scrub  
� Buttercup   � Solid fertiliser  �  Thistles  
� Seeding   � Crops   � Ragwort 

� Liquid Fertiliser

PLUSPLUS......

� Laying Fencelines  � Lifting   � Survey  
� Flight-training  � Frostwork   � Scenics  

� Organic
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Life on the farm with Ross SuttonLife on the farm with Ross Sutton

Calving, Pro-lapse, more calves

TC201009RR10
Red Devon cow with one-hour-old calf.

Our cows were supposed to start
calving at the beginning of the
month but were a bit tardy.

Nonetheless, the first started on Sep-
tember 6 and then there was a flurry
with seven around the 17th. Most of the
cows have a high percentage of Red
Devon in them and the bulk of the calves
are a deep red colour. There are one or
two black calves from black cows and
red and white coloured ones from
brindle mums. So far we have 16 calves.

The cows have been on a strict diet
as one year we had a lot of trouble with
the calves being too big and the cows
unable to calve. Up until the 30th, it was
all going smoothly but then I noticed a
cow bellowing like mad at 6.45am and
walking back and forth trying to calve.
Two hours later I got the vet in. Valda
and I walked the cow down to the yards
where Te Ora (vet) intervened and using
a winch extracted the calf. It is the
biggest I have had this season, an
estimated 65kg, which is why the cow
was in difficulty. I considered its live birth
a miracle!

PRO-LAPSE
One cow calved about 5pm and

everything seemed to be normal. How-
ever, in the morning when I went about
my rounds, I noticed a cow with an awful
lot hanging out its bottom. While I had
never seen one before, I knew exactly
what it was. It was the complete uterus
hanging out and judging by its colour
and dirtiness, it had been out for several
hours. While I did contact the vet, we
decided that it was more humane to
have the animal put down.

To simply shoot it and bury it would
have been both difficult and a waste so
we arranged with Putaruru Homekill to
come and kill the beast so we could have
the meat. I rang six local firms to come
out and kill it but all were too busy so I
was grateful to the Putaruru firm. They

confirmed that it would have been
difficult for a vet to successfully re-
instate the uterus.

CALVES IN THE CALF-SHED
Having said in a previous column

that we would not be rearing calves this
year because of the high cost, I
managed to get a line of far cheaper
calves at the RD1 sale in Cambridge.
Our calf shed went from empty to full
within a matter of hours and we have 30
calves in residence. Most are black with
white faces although some have a
splotchy face and others have black
eyes. Valda is happy that she is back in
action.

RED DEVON COWS
When I first began farming on my

own account I bought some Red Devon
calves from John Bailey which formed
the nucleus of my small herd. Since then
I have added to them from my own
calves so that I have 24 breeding cows.
There are three ‘ black’ Red Devon

among them. I leased a Red Devon bull
last year so most are close to being
100% pure-breds. Genetics are interest-
ing though: out of the three black cows,
one calf is dark red, one is pure black
and one is black with a white marking on
its forehead.

DARN SPARROWS
Over the years we have had prob-

lems with neighbouring peacocks eating
the centre out of camellia buds and the
Kereru eating all the juicy Kowhai buds.
As if that isn’t enough, the sparrows
have eaten all our Wisteria flower heads.
Our vine didn’t flower last year and my
wife wondered if it was to do with her
pruning but now we know the answer.
She was in the lounge looking out and
she noticed about a dozen birds having a
go on the Wisteria and after a careful
look, noticed all the damage. I have
always regarded them as harmless but
am not so benevolent towards them
now!
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We are the specialists in all fertiliser, lime and high 
analysis groundspreading.

We have the latest 4WD groundspreading trucks.

All equipped with flotation tyres and latest computer 
systems including Tracmap GPS for precise fertiliser 
application.

Phone Tony 07 871 6281
DEPOT: 126 Paterangi Rd, 
Te Awamutu
Fax: 07 871 8532,  
Mobile: 0800 923 883

All trucks are             Certified

NO.1
ALSO AVAILABLE:

• MINI SPREADERS • ORCHARD SPREADERS
• ORGANIC FERTILISER SPREADERS 

• LOADER FOR ON FARM JOBS
Plus, for your convenience we     

have our own bulk stores.
So for a first class job at a fair 

and competitive price.

7105409AA
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WHAREPAPA SOUTH
Phone: 872 2560 Fax: 872 2570

Tyres ............... Cars, Bikes, Tractors, Trucks

W.O.F. .................................... While you wait

Exhausts ...................Repair or replacement

Interject ........ Fuel servicing, diesel or petrol

Heshbon..................Autotrans fluid changer

Clutch and Brake ......Repairs and overhauls

Introducing .. IMPACT OFFROAD 4WD 
QUAD TRUCKS

Other models available.
Excellent traction and towing ability. 

Cool in summer/dry in winter. 
Radio and heater come standard. 

Great rear tray space 
(1900mmx1300mm).

Multi-use all purpose. 
Economic to buy and run, 

fun and service. 
Hi/Low ratio gearbox available.

Phone Frank or Stu today - 07 872 2560

SERVICING

CARS  BIKES 
TRUCKS
TRACTORS

If it has a motor we 
will service it for you!

Farmers need to act
Milk protein percentage is drop-

ping dramatically on many
North Island dairy farms and

the Manager of a National Farm
Consultancy group is concerned some
farmers are failing to act.

FarmWise’s Sue Hagenson
(pictured) warns if farmers do not react
to rectify this problem now then it will
have a negative impact on mating.

She says dropping protein percent-
age indicates the cow’s energy intake
has dropped.

‘‘Dropping protein percentage in
the vat is driven by quality and/or
quantity of feed eaten by the cow — at
the moment on a large number of
farms in the North Island, it is both.
There’s too much water in the grass
and cows aren’t able to eat enough.

‘‘Farmers noticing milk protein
percentage and milk production
trending downward need to add quality
(high ME) supplement into the herd’s
diet.

‘‘I am seeing a lot of farms where
protein percentages have dropped
well below what they were at the same
time last year and their cycling activity
is also less obvious, particularly in the
younger cows. This is particularly
significant as those farmers can expect
a poorer three week submission rate
compared to the previous season if
they choose to do nothing. The
problem will be further exasperated
should the weather conditions remain

unfavourable.’’
‘‘These problems will further com-

pound through mating as a low AB
submission rate will leave some
farmers with insufficient bull power to
tail off mating and therefore poten-
tially result in higher empty rates and a
longer tail.’’

Ms Hagenson says the best way to
get non-cycling cows (non-cycling
cows defined as cows which have been
calved for more than 49 days) cycling

is to feed them a high energy sup-
plement with sufficient fibre — the
cheaper option is palm kernel with
other alternatives being meal,
molasses or grain.

‘‘Farmers need to look at the
condition of their cows, if they are not
cycling it’s because they are losing
weight and struggling to meet their
energy requirements — the worse hit
generally being the two and three year
olds.’’

Ms Hagenson says there are two
key factors currently causing the drop
in the milk protein percentage, feed
quality and poor pasture utilization due
to weather conditions.

‘‘It’s a double edged sword at the
moment, farmers are faced with
energy and dry matter (DM) deficient
pasture and unsavoury weather
conditions.

‘‘We are seeing rapid pasture
growth and at this time of year the
grass has a high water content there-
fore reducing the DM% driving the
energy content in the pasture down.

‘‘Also when conditions are wet
cows are less inclined to graze, instead
they stand with their backs to the
weather facilitating poor pasture utilis-
ation.’’

Her advice: ‘‘Fix the feeding and
you’ll get the breeding.’’

‘‘Investing a chunk of change in
feed is preferable to spending a wad of
cash on intervention.’’

Scheme sees herd EBD free
The New Zealand dairy herd is now

Enzootic Bovine Leukosis (EBL)
free, thanks to the combined

efforts of the New Zealand dairy indus-
try.

The NZ Dairy EBL Control Scheme
is the only industry-driven program to
have achieved complete control of a
disease without any government inter-
vention. As a result of the scheme, herd
infection rates fell from nearly 10% in
1997 to below 0.1% by 2005.

Complete eradication of pockets of

infections amongst the last few herds
has required intensive monitoring for
several years, but finally in 2008/09 no
EBL infected dairy herds were detected.

EBL is a viral disease of cattle which
may cause cancer in bovines.

The dairy industry (DairyNZ) con-
tinues to fund the scheme, while
Livestock Improvement (LIC) carries out
the testing and administers the scheme.
The success of the EBL Control Scheme
is a testament to farmer participation
and the cooperation of all dairy com-

panies who have without exception
continued to support it to this day.

The EBL Control Scheme pioneered
the use of pooled herd test milk samples
for cost-effective disease control.

While EBL control has been
achieved by the NZ dairy industry
without any MAF involvement, the
scheme is recognised internationally
and used by MAF for export certifi-
cation of cattle and germplasm, boost-
ing New Zealand’s image as a
biosecurity haven.



Reducing supplementary feed costs

WENDY DEWAR

This season many farmers are looking at ways
to reduce their supplementary feed costs.
Home-grown maize silage is an excellent

choice providing high yields of quality drymatter at
a cost-effective price.

Waipa farmers can reduce the cost of their
maize silage by growing crops in paddocks with a
history of dairy shed effluent application while
keeping the plant population at the recommended
levels.

DAIRY SHED EFFLUENT TRIAL
A two-year study jointly funded by FAR,

DairyNZ, Environment Waikato and Genetic
Technologies Limited compared the yield of maize
silage grown in dairy shed effluent paddocks with
and without additional fertiliser. There was no
significant difference between the yield of the
fertiliser and the no fertiliser treatments. In fact,
the maize grown with no additional fertiliser (i.e.
no base, starter or sidedress fertiliser) yielded an
average of 26.1 tDM/ha. Assuming current maize
silage input costs (Pioneer® Brand Maize Silage
2009-2010 page 30) less the cost of fertiliser, this
equates to a cost of just 11.3 c/kgDM in the stack.

In the first year, all four Waikato sites were
long-term pasture paddocks with a history of

effluent application. The
mean maize silage yield was
25.4 tDM/ha for the no
fertiliser treatment and 25.1
tDM/ha for the fertiliser
treatments which included full
fert i l i ser (s tarter and
sidedress, FF) and reduced
fertiliser (starter only, RF).

In the second year, five
new sites were chosen in the
Waikato (three) and Mana-
watu (two) to further investi-
gate the ability of maize to
strip nutrients (especially N)
from high fertility soils. All
had been in permanent pas-
ture for extended periods
and, in some instances, had
additional nutrient loading
factors (e.g. repeat or one
time effluent applications or very intensive graz-
ing). A no starter fertiliser control (NF) was
compared to a starter fertiliser only (SF) nutrient
management regime. Across all sites the mean
silage yield was 26.7 tDM/ha for the NF treatment

which was not significantly
different (P<0.10) from the
SF treatment.

These second year results
suggest maize crops may also
be grown in high fertility dairy
paddocks (not just dairy shed
effluent paddocks) without
the addition of fertiliser. The
take home message when
determining fertiliser inputs
for maize crops is ‘‘don’t
apply more than you need’’.
We recommend all maize
paddocks are soil tested prior
to planting and a deep nitro-
gen (60 cm) soil test is taken 4
weeks post-planting. Take
into account existing soil
nutrient levels when deter-
mining the type and rate of

fertiliser to apply. Remember that putting on
excess levels of fertiliser is expensive as well as
potentially negative for the environment.
MAIZE SILAGE PLANTING POPULATION

New Zealand research (Proceedings of the NZ

Grassland Association) shows there is a strong relationship
between maize silage harvested plant population and
drymatter yield. While keeping plant populations up slightly
increases crop input costs, the returns more than compen-
sate for the cost of the extra seed. In fact, Pioneer research
shows that a 10,000 increase in maize silage plant
population at harvest time costs around $67/ha extra but
delivers about 586 kgDM/ha additional yield. That’s
equivalent to just 11.4 c/kgDM for the extra feed.

Pioneer has an ongoing programme to determine the
optimum plant populations to deliver the highest yield for
each Pioneer® brand hybrid over a range of growing
conditions. The recommended established plant populations
are published in Pioneer® Brand Maize Silage 2009-2010
pg 28.

Farmers wanting to maximise maize silage yields should
ensure they meet the recommended established plant
population for their specific growing environment. Many
dairy farmers will be growing maize silage in high yielding
environments (e.g. paddocks coming out of long-term
pasture which will be cropped for the first time or effluent
paddocks). Aim for established populations, depending on
the hybrid, of 104,000 — 120,000 plants per hectare.

There are several keys to achieving a high plant
population at harvest time:

1. Prepare a fine, even, weed free seedbed. The best
germination will be achieved when there is good seed to soil
contact. This can be achieved by cultivating until the soil
crumb is no bigger than the size of the maize seed.

2. Keep the planting population up. If you are planting
into an average to good quality seedbed (fine and even with
no clods) plant at around 5% higher than the target
recommended harvest population. If the seedbed is poor or
there is high insect pressure, the planting rate will need to be
increased further.

3. Always plant insecticide treated seed. Poncho® is the
best option for paddocks out of pasture because it controls
Argentine Stem Weevil, Greasy Cutworm and Black Beetle.
Having seed insecticide treated at Pioneer’s Gisborne seed
production facility is the best option.

4. Follow good crop management practices to ensure the
crop is kept free of weeds which will suppress plants and may
harbour insect pests.

Once you have grown and harvested a high yielding, low
cost maize silage crop, returns will be maximised by
minimising storage and feed-out losses and maximising milk
response. The latter can be achieved by strategically feeding
maize silage to fill feed deficits and to ensure that cow
condition score targets are met.

If you would like more information on reducing your
supplementary feed costs, contact your Pioneer Forage
Specialist Wendy Dewar on 870 2437 or 027 471 0116.
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We Pride Ourselves on Reliability

PhonePhone
07 871 2726 FARM MACHINERY CENTRE

MACHINERY SOLD 
and SERVICED BY

859 Ohaupo Rd, Te Awamutu

AnthonyAnthony
MetcalfeMetcalfe
021 821 809021 821 809

WernerWerner
BetschartBetschart
021 821 808021 821 808

DeaneDeane
ParkesParkes
027 5611 862027 5611 862

Cropping and Regrassing Planting

We pride ourselves on providing you a modern professional 
approach, free advice and experienced operators

Spring is here. It’s time to call...

M&B CONTRACTING

Silage/Hay Mowing Grass Silage

Maize Silage Regrassing

7048201AA
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CALL TODAY ONCALL TODAY ON

0800 262 4930800 262 493
w w w . a l l i e d g r a i n . c o . n zw w w . a l l i e d g r a i n . c o . n z

Become ABecome A Grain GrowerGrain Grower
We Make It Simple!We Make It Simple!

New and existing growers are invited toNew and existing growers are invited to

join our cooperative and reap the benefitsjoin our cooperative and reap the benefi ts

We provide total support and our growers 

consistently obtain top yields and net returns

Competitively priced inputs

Seasonal fi nance

Final payment rebate
(we share the profi t with 
our growers)

Benefit FromBenefi t From

Group 1: 93-97 days CRM
Pioneer 38B85, 12.385 tonnes/ha
Net Return . . . . . . . . . . $255.58h/a
Gary Dickie - Matiere

Group 2: 98-104 days CRM
Corson N48K2, 16.457 tonnes/ha
Net Return . . . . . . . . . $1723.54h/a
Bruce & Bev Turner

Group 3: 106-112 days CRM
Pioneer 33J56, 16.081 tonnes/ha
Net Return . . . . . . . . . $1440.31h/a
Alan Jackson - Te Mawhai

Group 4: All Maturities
Pioneer 34P88, 16.821 tonnes/ha
Net Return . . . . . . . . . $1764.96h/a
Coastline Trust - East Cape

www.alliedgrain.co.nz
Bond Road, Te Awamutu

We welcome your enquiries to join 
Allied Grain Co-operative

0800 262 493
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Laurence Potter:
Sales Manager 

027 444 6709

GROWER OF THE YEARGROWER OF THE YEAR
COASTLINE TRUST - East Cape

Net Return: $1,764.96/ha
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20092009Top growers announced

TC201009RR13
ALLIED Grain Grower of the Year and Net Return winner Joe Rua of Coastline Trust (centre) with (from
left) Allied Grain chairman Ron Richardson, Group 3 Net Return winner Alfie jackson, Group 2 Net
Return winners Bev and Bruce Turner, Group 1 Net Return winners Lynn and Gary Dickie and Allied
Grain deputy chairman Collin Jackson.

There was some close competi-
tion amongst the finalists in the
Allied Grains annual maize

grower’s competition.
Allied Grains Smart Crop pro-

gramme has again proven beneficial
for growers as it provides the oppor-
tunity for the growers to utilise the Co-
op’s Agronomist, providing the
grower with the best solutions for their
seasonal needs. Smart Crop is unique
to Allied Grain and is a benefit of being
part of the grain co-operative.

Once again the maize growing
season proved that no season comes
without its own set of challenges and
2008 — 09 was no exception. A year
of significant increases of input costs
followed by a decline in global com-
modity prices. Through all of this

excellent management of cropping
practices allowed Allied Grain
Growers to prove that profit is achiev-
able even in tough economic times.
The Grower competition is based on
overall profits returned from the crop
and in today’s environment manage-
ment that produces the most profit is
what counts for the grower.

The Co-op farewelled long time
grower and competition entrant Allan
Jackson and past Bay Of Plenty
representative Bob Jenkinson both
passing away this year. They both had
a significant impact and involvement
with the Co-op and the Grower
Competition over the years.

The grower competition would not
be possible without the time and effort
of the referees who willingly offer their

time travelling around the country
covering vast distances marking out
competition areas and monitoring the
harvests. The Co-op is very fortunate
to have the services of Mark Cook,
Tony Kay and Mike Shere in this role.

The support of our growing part-
ners Pioneer, Corsons, Nufarm and
Orion continues to be beneficial for
growers, as technology within their
products improves and provides the
grower with greater opportunities to
return profits.

The Co-operative would like to
thank its shareholders for their con-
tinued support and congratulate the
division winners and the overall winner
for 2009 and wishes all growers a
productive growing season for the
coming year.
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The November issue will be 
published on Tuesday, November 17

The deadline for bookings is 
Thursday November 5

For further information please phone:
ADVERTISING: 

ALAN PRICE OR HEATHER ANDREW

EDITORIAL:
DEAN TAYLOR OR CATHY ASPLIN

Ph: 871 5151
7105959AA

NOVEMBERNOVEMBER
Rural RoundupRural Roundup

FOCUSING ON - 
HAY/SILAGE MAKING 

SUMMER CROP OPTIONS
CALF CLUB RESULTS

Prebiotics make feed go further
BY ROWAN LANE, VITALAN LTD

I t’s been a wild ride for dairy farmers
these past couple of seasons. At a
payout of $7.90 kilo the media

wrote about white gold. This was also
the season of severe drought in the
Waikato.

Within 12 months white gold had
become little more than a white powder
barely able to cover costs.

Things have now taken a turn for
the better and once again the industry
looks forward with greater confidence

Soon it will be time to lock up for
hay and silage and turn the ground for
maize.

Now is a good time to take a closer
look at feed economics. There are
prebiotic products which can save up to
half the feed cost. This is seriously good
news for those having to deal with large
feed budgets.

A study in the Waikato during
November 2008 showed that
prebiotics were as effective as feeding a
maize silage and pke blend at a third the
daily cost per cow.

The net saving for the same milk
solids production was over $8000 a
month for a herd of 600 cows with no
loss of condition.

This is because prebiotics help the
animal become a much more efficient
processor of the feed it takes in.

At this time of the year the cows are
very loose. This is often thought of as
very normal.

The fact is that this is very common
but very abnormal and is a huge cost in
lost production that does not need to be
there. It is fairly easily sorted and at a
daily cost per cow around 16 cents.

There are many other benefits apart
from feed efficiency and better pro-
duction which are attributable to
prebiotics. Overseas studies have
recorded gains in fertility, and health.

Perhaps the recent cost trauma in
the industry has had a positive out-
come.

If it is that we look at cost inputs and
ask the question ‘is there a better way’
then we are looking at more sustainable
ways of farming.
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BOWERSBOWERS  SON LTD

•  Phone: 07 871 5209  • Crn Alexandra St & Paterangi Rd, Te Awamutu • Email: bowers@wave.co.nz
FOR FRIENDLY, PERSONAL SERVICE, SEE YOUR LOCAL CONCRETE COMPANY
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We supply concrete for Feed Pads and
Feed Troughs, Silage Bunkers and

Fertiliser Bins. Built to your requirements. 
• EFFLUENT SUMPS

• WATER TANKS 
• STONE TRAPS

THERE IS A BETTER WAY!THERE IS A BETTER WAY!

IF IT’S CONCRETE? YOU’LL NEED TO TALK TO BOWERS!IF IT’S CONCRETE? YOU’LL NEED TO TALK TO BOWERS!

UP TO YOUR GUMBOOTS IN MUD!UP TO YOUR GUMBOOTS IN MUD!

Your Certified Ready Mix Concrete Plant

Remember this last year?Remember this last year?

OFFICE (07) 825 9870
George 0274 966 723   Graeme 0274 518 143

FOR ALL YOUR RURAL AG WORK
WE COVER THE FIELD

• DIGGERS  • BULLDOZER
• TRUCK & TRAILERS

• LOADER WAGON  • BALE CARTAGE  
• BROWN RACE ROCK  • SAND

• ALL GRADES OF METAL  
• DOMESTIC DRAIN LAYING

EMAIL: glgoodie@callplus.net.nz
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Soil tests, advice
money well spent

DairyNZ say it is worth investing in soil tests and
independent advice as well as utilising your nutrient
budget when it comes to fertiliser application

decisions.
‘‘The return from good analysis and advice on determin-

ing fertiliser applications is high given that fertiliser is one of
the biggest single expense items in a dairy farm budget,’’ says
DairyNZ Development Team Leader Rob Brazendale.

‘‘The average New Zealand dairy farmer spent a
significant 16% of their 2007/08 farm working expenses on
fertiliser according to the 2007/08 DairyNZ Economic
Survey. Making sure that every dollar of this spend earns you
a return is well worth the effort.

‘‘Fertiliser recommendations need to be fact-based,
supported by a nutrient budget, peer-reviewed science trials
and soil test information, as well as driven by farm soil type
and level of production,’’ he says. ‘‘Whether you are
considering withholding fertiliser this season or determining
the rate of application, getting independent advice based on
sound testing of your farm is well worthwhile.’’

Farmers should ensure that:
They are applying nitrogen to meet a forecasted feed

deficit and not as insurance only. Use pasture monitoring and
feed budgets to determine when nitrogen is required.

They are getting value. If farmers are paying more for
fertiliser than the current rate for nutrients in proven products
carefully consider the value you receive versus the alternative.
Use the most cost-effective product for the required nutrients.
Fertiliser should be costed on the basis of the nutrients that it
contains, not on a per hectare or per tonne basis. Focus on
the major nutrients for plant growth and check that these are
not limiting — phosphate (P), potassium (K) and sulphur (S)

They test effluent areas separately, do a nutrient budget
and only add nutrients if they are deficient. This will not only
save money but prevent the risk of nutrients being lost.

‘‘These are useful rules of thumb’’, says Rob. ‘‘However,
your fertiliser plan deserves the time and effort to get a sound,
fact based recommendation for your farm. Your local
fertiliser representative has decision-support models that
combined with comprehensive soil testing, can provide
sound advice on the economic consequences for a range of
fertiliser strategies.’’

For further information contact your local fertiliser
representative or visit the fertiliser fact sheet on the Tight
Management page in the DairyNZ www.dairynz.co.nz
website. Fertiliser use is part of the discussion at monthly
local Tight Management farm events and more information
on those are also on the website.
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6947226AA

The ChromagenThe Chromagen 
system is a completesystem is a complete

solar hot water system packagesolar hot water system package 
with the unique solar smartwith the unique solar smart 

electronic management system -electronic management system - 
offering maximum efficiency andoffering maximum effi ciency and 

constant hot water supplyconstant hot water supply

www.solarhotwater.co.nzwww.solarhotwater.co.nz

For more information call Singleton and Hansen today

CHROMAGEN

Solar Hot Water Waste Treatment Systems
Recycle sewage, greywater, 

sanitary items and food scraps into 
a lush garden

The waste filters through 3 layers and
after the second layer, it is cleaner than 

a septic output or aerated system.

www.biolytix.com

Thinking of building?
Think solar hot water heating and the award winning 

Biolytix waste treatment system

7001336AA

Barristers & Solicitors
• Sub Division & Planning • House, Farm & Commercial
• Family & Matrimonial • Estate, Wills, Trusts & Companies
• Limited Licences • Debt Collection
• Employment • Building Contracts & Disputes

PARTNERS

John Gallie  
Linda Miles

Valerie Mackay

STAFF SOLICITORS
Catherine Evans (Associate)
Kirsty McDonald (Associate)
Sue Garmonsway (Associate)

Stacey Heays, 
Tomasina Antunovich

Telephone: 07 872 0560   Fax: 07 871 5882 
  Email: office@gallie.co.nz    53 Mutu Street, Te Awamutu, 

www.galliemiles.co.nz

7112638AA DEAN WILLIAMS  - PHONE: 021 529 315 
DINO SPRAYING

• LESSN  • PRO GIBB SG  • FACIAL ECZEMA
• LIQUID FERTILISER  • PASTURE & CROP SPRAYING

LessN Application
USE HALF THE UREA FOR INCREASED RESPONSE!

LessN
nitrogen enhancer

Mobile mixing 
station for on 
farm mixing
See us for all 
your spraying 
requirements

GUY COMPETITION

BRING YOUR ‘GUYS’ DOWN TO KIHIKIHI 
SPEEDWAY ON THE NIGHT FOR JUDGING

BANNER COMPETITION
THE BEST BANNER WINS $100

• 5-8 YRS MOST COLOURFUL AND CREATIVE 
• 9-12 MOST COLOURFUL AND CREATIVE 

• 12+ YRS MOST COLOURFUL AND CREATIVE

EACH AGE GROUP WINNER RECEIVES $50 
SUPREME WINNER RECEIVES $100

ALL BANNERS MUST HAVE McDONALDS 
AND K-K (OR KIHIKIHI SPEEDWAY)

SOMEWHERE TO BE ELIGIBLE TO WIN
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Kihikihi speedway

GUY FAWKES SPECTACULAR
GUY FAWKES SPECTACULAR

WEDNESDAY 4TH NOVEMBER
                   WEDNESDAY 4TH NOVEMBER

McDonald’sMcDonald’s

PLEASE NOTE OUR PHONE NUMBER AS MISSED OUT OF NEW DIRECTORY
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Brave new court rules
By Kirsty 
McDonald 
— a solicitor 
in the
Te Awamutu 
fi rm Gallie 
Miles.

From November 1, 2009 there is a
brave new world emerging within
the District Court system in New

Zealand. Changes are to be introduced
to the District Courts civil jurisdiction i.e.
the area of law concerning private
claims up to $200,000.

The changes will not affect the
criminal area.

These changes will significantly alter
the way in which the District Court
operates.

The aim of the changes is to improve
access to justice by reducing the cost
and time involved in bringing or
defending a claim in the District Court.
New Zealand is the first country in the
common law world to introduce such
radical changes.

There is no doubt that the system
needs changing.

It was designed in the world of quill
pens and has not changed significantly
in the last 100 years.

It is widely accepted that the current
system does not meet the demands of a
modern society. It is intended that the
changes will redesign the litigation
process, modernising it to reflect mod-

ern business practices, and the techno-
logical and judicial resources now avail-
able.

The assumption which underlies the
current system is that all cases will go to
a hearing before a Judge with witnesses
called. This assumption is however a
myth.

In New Zealand less than 3% of all
claims filed in the District Court end in a
hearing. In some regions the figure is
less than 1%.

The changes are to be introduced
through the implementation of new
District Court Rules which govern how
the Court operates. The stated
objectives of the new Rules are to
‘‘secure the just, speedy and inexpen-
sive determination of any proceed-
ings...’’ and to:
• Ensure that all parties are treated
equally;
• Save expense;
• Deal with cases in ways that are
proportionate to:

· The importance of the case; and
· Complexity of the issues; and
· The amount of money involved;

and
· The financial position of each

party.
A defended hearing with witnesses is

no longer the focal point of the process.
The goal of the new rules is

settlement.
The process is designed to put all the

relevant information before the parties
at an early stage and as a result improve
the chance of a settlement being
reached.

Where matters are not able to be
settled then a shorter, cheaper form of
trial will be available which will not
involve the need to call witnesses.

The short trial will have to be heard
within a timeframe determined by the

resources of the parties, the amount of
money at stake and the complexity of
the issues. It is intended that it will no
longer be the case, that a party with
greater financial resources will be able to
‘wear down’ a party with less financial
resources.

Further the process is designed to be
user-friendly and accessible to
laypersons.

Instead of having to prepare obscure
and somewhat archaic forms in order to
commence or defend a claim, new
forms have been prepared which are
easy to understand and use.

All of the necessary forms to com-
mence and defend proceedings will be
available online.

They have been designed so that
they are able to be completed by a
layperson. There will also be examples
of completed forms on line so that a
layperson will have all the information
necessary to complete the forms.

The timeframes within which a
matter can be dealt with have been
dramatically reduced and the failure by,
either the party making the claim, or the
party defending the claim, to complete
the next step in the process within the
stipulated timeframe will carry conse-
quences.

In addition, further changes to the
Disputes Tribunal come in to effect from
November 1 and will improve access to
justice.

Currently the Disputes Tribunal can
hear disputes of up to a value of $7500.
This is set to increase to $20,000 which
will increase the number of disputes
which can be dealt with by the Disputes
Tribunal.

The Disputes Tribunal is a cost
effective way of having a dispute
resolved without incurring the cost of
instructing solicitors.
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It’s grass silage and maize planting time!
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Holmes & Chittick
CONTRACTING LTD

• Precision Chop Grass, Wholecrop & Maize Silage  
• Loader Wagon Silage  • Maize Planting & Cultivation  
• Round & Square Baling Hay & Silage   • Maize & Grass Silage for sale

Paula Holmes: 021 302 610 / 07 871 3456    Campbell Chittick: 021 302 620 / 07 872 4344

GIVE US A CALL FOR A PRICE ON ANY OF THE FOLLOWING:

871 5609 ALL HOURS
7105889AA

Managing worms in deer

By Ben 
Hodgson — 
veterinarian 
in the
Te Awamutu 
fi rm VetEnt
Te Awamutu.

I n sheep and cattle, managing
parasites is a complicated and
constantly evolving subject. In deer,

things are certainly not easier.
New Zealand carries a large per-

centage of the world population of
farmed deer, and we are fortunate that
we punch well above our weight in
terms of research into farmed deer
health and production. Unfortunately,
even though the bulk of global
research and trial work into deer
parasites has been done in New
Zealand, there is still a relatively small
amount of good science available.

Traditionally the major concern has
been with Lungworm but the wide-
spread use of Mectin type drenches
appears to have significantly reduced
the clinical incidence of this parasite.

Having said this, the potential
remains for Lungworm to cause deaths
and poor growth in young deer if it is
not managed carefully.

Anecdotally, abomasal (gut) worms
appear to be increasing in importance,
especially on properties that have
been running deer for some time.

Diagnosing a worm problem is not
helped by the absence of good tests in
deer, although pepsinogen (blood)
testing and faecal counts may be used
as blunt tools.

In terms of products, the broad
choice is between white (BZ) drenches
(cheap but must go down the throat)
and the Mectin (ML) family (oral, pour-
ons or injections). Do not assume that

all Mectin drenches have the same
length of action. Some pour-ons have
no proven persistent activity and we
are finding the odd case where persist-
ence is not what we would expect.

Some key points to keep in mind:
• Lungworm is much more of a
problem in deer than other species.
• Deer handle drenches quite differ-
ently from sheep and cattle. This
affects how well and for how long the
drench works, and is different for each
drench and type of worm.
• Levamisole drenches are not gener-
ally recommended because deer
metabolise them too quickly.
• White drenches (especial ly
Albendazole) may not always control
lungworm as well as required.
Oxfendazole will generally do a better
job but for best control of lungworm
use a Mectin type drench.
• Wapiti and Wap X animals seem to
be more susceptible to Ostertagia type
worms than reds.
• Never under-dose. This is a golden
rule that applies to all drenches, but is
especially critical with the BZ (White)
drenches. Some farmers choose to
double dose to maximise potency
when using white drenches.

Moxidectin products have achieved
an excellent reputation over a number
of years, and this is backed by trial
work specific to deer. We do need to
be careful not to assume that we will be
able to continue to use moxidectin as
we have in the past — like all drenches
it is vulnerable to the development of
resistance in worms.

Information has been coming to
light over recent years of Mectin type
drenches not achieving full control of
worms (particularly the Ostertagia
group, but also Lungworm to a lesser
extent). There is some discussion
about whether this is resistance that
has developed recently, or whether it
has always been present.

We know that current farming
practices are likely to select for resist-
ance in the same way as resistance has
developed in sheep and cattle
parasites.

Testing for resistance is a little

more complicated than it is in sheep
and cattle, but if there is any resistance
present on your property, the earlier it
can be picked up, the earlier you can
start taking steps to avoid it affecting
production. It is usually possible to
detect problems by worm resistance
testing well before any problem can be
seen in stock performance.

Think about getting either a full
Faecal Count Reduction test or at least
a Drench check done this autumn at or
after weaning (weaners would gener-
ally be the best group to use for
testing).

Call your local VetEnt branch to
discuss the best way to approach this.

In a recent nationwide survey, 2%
of respondents indicated they have
evidence of resistance and 35% said
they were concerned about resistance.

It seems likely that there is probably
a lot more resistance than this present;
it is simply a case that we haven’t tried
hard enough to get out there and find
it.

15% of those surveyed also include
forages and/or herbs as part of their
parasite control program (Chicory was
the most common of these).

The many benefits of chicory, in
particular its proven anthelmintic pro-
perties mean that this species and
possibly others are likely to be used
more and more commonly in livestock
grazing systems generally, but especi-
ally for those running deer.

The survey respondents showed a
good general understanding that
overstocking and under feeding were
the main issues underlying parasite
problems.

The point is well worth reinforcing
though — getting your feeding right is
the key to solving many animal health
issues and this is especially true of
parasite management.

Have a look at the Wormwise
website www.wormwise.co.nz It has a
lot of good general information about
managing worms and in particular
drench resistance.

The information is centred around
Sheep and Cattle, but many of the
same principles apply.



By Darren 
Sutton
—  Waikato 
FarmWise 
consultant.

Fired up for heat detection

Mating time is right upon us now
as we storm into October (pun
intended!).

Many would say that calving is the
most important period of the year.

I would argue that mating is more important,
because what you do here, right or wrong, will impact
on at least your next one to two years calving pattern
and milk production.

As a quick refresher, the mating targets that you
should be aiming for are:
• Pre-mating Heats of >85%
• Three week Submission Rate of 90%
• Three week In-calf rate of >60%
• Six week In-calf rate of 80%.
• 12 week empty rate <6%

These may seem high, but many farms are
achieving them.

PLANNING
Many of you will have started into mating already.

Hopefully you have a written mating action plan of
what happens on what dates.

If you haven’t then seek help to get a plan in place
now.

Its not surprising to find that farmers who have a
detailed and dated mating plan achieve better mating
performance than those who don’t plan and monitor.

An example of a mating plan
may look like this:
• Four weeks pre-Planned Start of
Mating (PSM) all cows are tail
painted one colour and heats
recorded. As cows cycle, they are
re-painted a different colour.
• Four weeks pre PSM all ‘at-risk’
cows (Retained foetal membranes,
assisted calvings etc) are Metri-
checked and treated.
• One-week pre PSM, all non-
cycling cows that have calved more
than 42 days could be enrolled into
a hormone treatment program. All
two year olds calved for more than
49 days could be enrolled as well. If
body condition score is less than
4.0, improve feeding or use once a
day.
• After four weeks mating, ask
yourself, what is my non-return-
rate looking like? How many weeks
of AB will I need to do to get my
replacement numbers?
• One-month before the start of
mating, your bulls should have
been organised, vaccinated and
tested. Bull numbers adequate for a
ratio of at least 1:25 for open cows
at end of AB, and 1:15 for
Yearlings. Do you have enough
reserve bulls for your farm?
• Once bulls are introduced
recording natural matings allows
for better pregnancy detection
information, and management
next year.
• Pregnancy scanning; one option

to have a greater degree of accuracy is to scan six weeks
after AB has finished, to identify all cows in-calf to AB.
With a final PD six to eight weeks after bull removal.

HEAT DETECTION
For many who have already started mating, heat

detection has now got to be a major priority of each
day.

Too often I see that this part of the big mating jigsaw
is the weakest link.

This has occurred, in part, as herd sizes have grown,
leaving less human to cow contact time, and/or less
skilled labour.

There is also some evidence that the length of time
a cow will stand in heat has shortened.

This all means that good systems and staff training
are vitally important.

SYSTEMS
The more time spent observing cows in the

paddock, the higher your submission rate will be and
the higher the chance of a better in-calf rate.
• Do not just rely on reading tail paint or KAMARs in
the cowshed.
• To identify those quiet and short heats, spend 20
mins two to three times a day in the paddock, two hours
after cows have had a new break of grass, as activity is
often highest then. On wet and/or cold overcast days a
mid day/early afternoon paddock check would also be
advisable. This will allow you to identify cows that may
not have removed the tail paint by the next milking.
• When getting cows out of the paddock before
milking, again take the time to note numbers down.
• Draft any of these suspect cows out prior to the AB
technician arriving into the cycling group, and observe
behaviour of these uncertain cows.
• Re-tail paint the following milking with a different
colour.
• Minimise the number of people responsible for heat
detection, as this minimises excuses and mistakes.

STAFF TRAINING
Sometimes we assume that everyone is on the same

page as us and can pick bulling cows, or know how to
correctly apply tail paint, but often this is not the case.

If you have new staff, then send them to a training
day, or get an expert to come on-farm and go through
the farm mating plan. Ensure that everyone knows how
to pick bulling cows and the farm’s systems for
recording heats, submitting cows for AB and re-tail-
painting cows.

Two hours invested here could pay thousands of
dollars in returns!

Remember, the cost of missing one heat is worth
approx $150/cow in lost milk production alone.

The value of having a tighter calving spread comes
in the value of getting more days in milk (DIM), and you
also get more AB heifer calves.

Financial analysis of farms show a strong link from
DIM to farm profitability.

So if you are unhappy with your herd’s past mating
performance, then be proactive and seek some help
now to ensure you are not complaining next spring
about a slow calving.
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Second Agriculture Summit
Waikato Environment Waikato has

called a second Waikato Agricul-
ture Summit so that farmer repre-

sentatives, the agriculture industry and the
council can do further joint work on the
development of sustainable agriculture in
the region.

AgSummit 2 this Thursday in Hamilton
is a follow up to the highly successful first
Waikato Agriculture Summit late last year
where participants, including Fonterra and
Waikato Federated Farmers representa-
tives, committed to working together on
solutions.

Last year’s summit was called after EW
published its water and soil report which
discussed the impact of intensified farming
on regional waterways and soils.

Since the first summit, Environment
Waikato has — in co-operation with
industry partners — been doing an exten-
sive amount of work on better defining the
sustainability issues facing farming, and
looking at ways for farming to be more
sustainable.

‘‘At AgSummit 2, we will be discussing
the results of that work and looking at what
we can collectively do together from here.
There will be workshop sessions where
participants will be asked to contribute their
ideas,’’ said EW chairman Peter Buckley,
himself a dairy farmer.

’’We want the farming-based Waikato
economy to remain very healthy at the
same time as ensuring a healthy environ-
ment.’’



Farming future on
show at Tokanui
You can see the future of dairy farming

today including how cows and their
heal th and product ion are

monitored, technology for maximum milk
yield and environmental management.

All this and more will be shown at the
Open Day for the revolut ionary
AgResearch Research Dairy Farm at Toka-
nui on November 20 from 9am until 5pm.

This research farm is the largest invest-
ment in New Zealand dairy research in the
last 20 years.

‘‘Scientists will use Tokanui to deliber-
ately push boundaries that will help dairy
farming,’’ said Dr Andrew West Chief
Executive of AgResearch.

‘‘We’re encouraging farmers, the dairy
industry and the community to come and
have a look at this working research facility.
This farm will add value to the industry and
will show the way towards more productive
farming with less environmental impact,’’
said Dr Andrew West.

The satellite displays will profile:
• Food including case studies on getting
more money from niche products and niche
markets with fewer cows;
• Forages covering traditional plant breed-
ing, pasture renewal, new forages,
endophytes;
• Improving dairy cow performance, animal
health, reproduction, lactation, genetics,
nutrition, and welfare;
• Making better environmental manage-
ment decisions through a range of techno-
logies and ideas;
• Education and employment training and
encouraging new young farmers; and
• A wide selection of commercial suppliers
displaying relevant technologies for
tomorrow’s farm.

Practical advantages for the farming
sector will depend on what research is
funded, but with these world class facilities
there is now a huge potential to make
significant advances.
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Federated
Farmers
stunned at
ACC rates
While levy increases were always on the cards,

Federated Farmers was shocked to discover
farmers’ ACC levy rates could jump by 70%.

‘‘ACC’s bombshell will hurt farmers already struggling to
make ends meet,’’ says Donald Aubrey, Federated Farmers
ACC spokesperson.

According to ACC levy consultation documents, the work
levy rates for both employers and the self-employed will
increase from $1.97 to $3.35 per $100 of earnings. The
motor vehicle composite levy, meanwhile, is also set to rise
dramatically from $287 to $417.

‘‘As farmers cut discretionary spending, the levy increases
add yet another cost that somehow has to be absorbed.
Although these increases will be moderated by the
Government’s legislative changes tabled in Parliament today,
there is an urgent need to rein ACC in for the good of all
working New Zealanders,’’ added Mr Aubrey.

‘‘This is clearly illustrated by ACC’s multi-billion dollar
claim liability blow out, which led to today’s levy increases.
The blow out reflects how ACC has been allowed to run out-
of-control.

‘‘Add this to the previous Government’s inclination to
change ACC from an accident insurance scheme to a social
welfare agency and the underlying problems become clear.

‘‘Federated Farmers has consistently expressed concern
about the escalating costs of the ACC scheme and the need
for firmer management of claims and costs. Yet our warnings
went unheeded and it now gives us little satisfaction to say ‘we
told you so’.

‘‘Instead of significantly increasing levies, it is time the
Government made some tough decisions. I realise some of
those decisions may be politically unpopular, but ACC must
be brought under control.

‘‘For a start, the Government needs to take a close look at
its predecessor’s expansions, with the aim of bringing ACC
back to basics.

‘‘It’s also time some practical solutions to ACC’s woes are
investigated. This may include cutting entitlements, reining in
the number of ‘medical conditions’ covered, clamping down
on the cost of claims and managing long-term claimant’s
back into the work force,’’ Mr Aubrey concluded.
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New breed dominates popularity stakes

TC201009RR20
FAMOUS: Scotts Northsea was the first KiwiCross bull to exceed 500,000 lifetime
inseminations and earn his place as the first KiwiCross bull to be inducted to LIC’s Hall of

I n only five years, a ‘new’ breed of dairy sire has
moved up the popularity stakes and is now
breeding a quarter of New Zealand’s dairy

cows.
KiwiCross™ was launched in 2005 by LIC —

the first team of proven crossbred bulls in the
world — and its market share has grown every
year since.

Today, five years after their introduction, 23
of the 25 bulls on the RAS Crossbred List are
LIC’s KiwiCross and eight KiwiCross bulls feature
prominently among the top 30 ranked all breeds.

This, according to LIC General Manager of
Genetics, Peter Gatley, validates the decision to
begin progeny testing ten years ago.

‘‘There were some very good reasons to take
the plunge, but it was still a big risk at the time.
Progeny testing takes many years and millions of
dollars before a penny is earned, so if the concept
doesn’t fly, you don’t find out until you’ve already
got a huge commitment. Fortunately the
KiwiCross concept is a real winner.

‘‘Crossbred cattle have always been present in
the New Zealand dairy herd; you could talk to
farmers pre 2004 and many would say some of
their most fertile and productive cows, were
crossbreeds.

‘‘Until that point, no AB company in the world
had invested heavily in the’breed’, conducting
years of sire proving to’prove’ how good they
really were,’’ says Peter Gatley.

‘‘One of the benefits of having a crossbred bull
category is that we get access to a whole new
gene pool of top cows to breed the next
generation of bulls.

‘‘We can scan the database of 4 million cows
and identify the best to contract mate, but of
course we always find that many of the very best
are crossbreds and so can’t be used to generate a
Holstein Friesian or Jersey bull. They can,
however, produce a KiwiCross’’.

The most famous KiwiCross bull, Scotts
Northsea, was a member of the first team and is
still an active sire, inducted to LIC’s Hall of Fame
in 2008. Northsea is a’true’ crossbred, his
genetics representing Holstein-Friesian, Jersey
and Ayshire.

*The Ranking of Active Sires (RAS) is a list of
ranking of sires, nominated by New Zealand AB
(artificial breeding) companies, ranked by Breed-
ing Worth (BW) — which is the national breeding
objective. An active sire is one which is likely to
have at least 500 doses of semen available in the
following mating season.

Sustainability
of soil crucial
BY BALA TIKKISETTY — ENVIRONMENT WAIKATO
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE COORDINATOR

Managing our soils sustainably is crucial for the
Waikato environment and the regional economy.
Meeting the needs of the present without

compromising the ability to meet the needs of future
generations is a good definition of sustainable resource
management.

Recent soil quality monitoring work by Environment
Waikato has revealed a number of important issues.

We measured seven primary soil properties to assess
soil quality. Chemical and biological characteristics were
assessed by measuring the amount of carbon, nitrogen and
available phosphorous (Olsen P) in the soil, how much
nitrogen is potentially mineralisable by microorganisms
and the soil pH. Soil physical condition was assessed from
the dry bulk density and microporosity (how many pores
large enough for water to infiltrate through).

There are 135 soil quality monitoring sites in the
Waikato and these are sampled over a five-year rotation.
Twenty-four sites were sampled in 2008/09 (eight sites on
cropping and horticulture soils, five sites on dairy soils, six
sites on drystock soils, four sites on indigenous vegetation
and one site on plantation forestry).

However, only nine of the 24 sites (or 37.5% ) met all
soil quality targets. It’s a reminder that maintaining soil
health is something everyone involved in making Waikato
agriculture successful needs to keep a close eye on.

Compaction of soil on dairy and drystock sites is a
particular concern. Compaction reduces the number of
pores available for water and gas movement in soil. It
reduces aeration, root growth and distribution, and nutrient
uptake. It also potentially decreases nutrient infiltration and
increases nutrient runoff.

While New Zealand’s pastoral farming systems are very
efficient at generating produce, leaching and run-off of
nitrogen and phosphorous respectively can degrade
surface and ground water quality.

High nitrogen (N) and phosphrous (P) fertility remains a
problem on the dairy and some drystock sites we have
tested because excessive nutrient levels increase the risk of
nutrients escaping into waterways. Careful use of fertiliser
in these systems can increase agricultural yields and
maintain nutrient balance, while better avoiding the
potential for excess nutrients to have detrimental environ-
mental impacts.

High P levels remain an issue for cropping and
horticulture sites. Although, currently only a few sites are
below target values for soil carbon, loss of this soil C may be
a more pressing issue than high fertility.

Meanwhile, an emerging issue nationally is that recent
research shows some dairy soils are losing more carbon
than dry stock and hill country areas. Certain soils on dairy
farms have lost an average of one tonne of soil carbon per
hectare a year in some parts of the country.

Biologically active carbon is the most important part of
the soil carbon and how it is distributed through the soil
profile is equally important. Soil carbon is found primarily
in organic forms which make up soil organic matter. Soil
organic matter helps to maintain soil structure, retain soil
moisture, prevent erosion, and can act as a reservoir for
nutrients and as a source or sink for carbon. Increasing
levels of SOM is likely to enhance soil biological processes
and soil sustainability.

EW itself is planning to continue closely monitoring soil
organic matter, which is a key attribute that affects many
physical, chemical and biological properties that control
soil productivity and resistance to degradation.

Land uses that could enhance carbon sequestration and
improve soil sustainability generally include best agricul-
tural management practices such as avoiding over-
cultivation and under or over-fertilisation. Other things that
can hurt soil health include decreased or increased water
abstraction, indiscriminate use of pesticides and other agri-
chemicals, clearing natural vegetation, intensive farming
practices, and, very importantly, failure to maintain soil
organic matter levels. Practices which contribute to erosion
can also have a negative impact.

For detailed reading see EW’s technical report on Soil
Quality in the Waikato Region 2008 at www.ew.govt.nz
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LIC bulls dominant

TC201009RR21
NUMBER ONE: Williams TGM Henry is the top bull on the Jersey Ranking of Active Sires List.

Bulls bred by LIC currently domi-
nate the Ranking of Active Sires
(RAS) list, with nine of the top

10 Holstein Friesian, seven of the top
10 Jerseys and nine of the top 10
crossbred bulls.

And five of the top LIC Jersey bulls
are ‘new entrants’ to the RAS list,
taking out all five top spots.

LIC General Manager Genetics,
Peter Gatley, said the five young bulls,
from 2006 SPS (Sire Proven Scheme),
have achieved success early because
LIC is currently the only AB (artificial
breeding) company to supply NZAE
(New Zealand Animal Evaluation) with
genomic information and therefore
the young sires have a higher than
average reliability.

‘‘The combination of genomic

technologies and LIC’s rigorous herd
testing requirements means that we
have already got a large proportion of
2006 SPS bulls over 75% reliability in
the first week of October.

‘‘LIC has been very open with our
genetic information and we are happy
to publish the genomic information of
individual bulls before they have
daughter proofs.

Mr Gatley said this is the first year
that New Zealand farmers can see all
the animal information on these young
sires and what is happening with their
rankings as daughter proofs come
through, however, for LIC it is the
fourth year of validation data which
reinforces the company’s confidence
in its genomic technology.

‘There are currently nine 2006

SPS bulls on the RAS List that were in
last season’s DNA Proven Premier
Sires Team, so many farmers will be
reaping the genetic gain benefits a
year early.

‘‘‘It is also exciting that we have a
number of other young bulls close to
75% reliability. In the next few weeks
we hope to see them in the RAS List, by
which time we will also have TOP (traits
other than production) information.’’

The Ranking of Active Sires (RAS) is
a list of ranking of sires, nominated by
New Zealand AB (artificial breeding)
companies, ranked by Breeding Worth
(BW) — which is the national breeding
objective.

An active sire is one which is likely to
have at least 500 doses of semen
available in the following mating season.
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1 ONLY  $37,500 + GST Hibiscus Twin Rotor Rake

SPECIAL PRICES - ENQUIRE NOW Lely Welger Balers

FROM $16,500 + GST Lotus Tedders

SPECIAL PRICES - ENQUIRE NOW McHale Balers & Wrappers

Wharepapa
South results

LAMBS
Most Obvious Pet, Senior: Oliver

Saunders, 1; Armaan Hussein, 2; Zabina Hafiz,
3. Intermediate: Lucy Fullerton-Smith, 1;
Hayley Van der Hulst, 2; Rehan Hussein, 3.
Junior: Kaleb van der Hulst, 1; Jasmin Lammas,
2; Hamish Saunders, Thomas Bayley, =3.

Champion: Lucy Fullerton-Smith; Reserve:
Hayley van der Hulst.

Leading, Senior: Zabina Hafiz, 1; Oliver
Saunders, 2; Armaan Hussein, 3. Intermedi-
ate: Lucy Fullerton-Smith, 1; Hayley van der
Hulst, 2; Rehan Hussein, 3. Junior: Kaleb van
der Hulst, 1; Jasmin Lammas, 2; Hamish
Saunders, 3.

Champion: Kaleb van der Hulst; Reserve:
Lucy Fullerton-Smith.

Rearing, Senior: Oliver Saunders, 1;
Armaan Hussein, 2; Zabina Hafiz, 3. Intermedi-
ate: Hayley van der Hulst, 1; Rehan Hussein, 2;
Lucy Fullerton-Smith, 3. Junior: Jasmin
Lammas, 1; Kaleb van der Hulst, 2; Thomas
Bayley, 3.

Champion: Oliver Saunders; Reserve:
Jasmin Lammas.

Champion — Junior Cup: Lucy Fulerton-
Smith and Kaleb van der Hulst.

Champion — Senior Cup: Oliver
Saunders.

CALVES
Leading, Senior: Helen Koopman, 1;

Benjamin Yates, 2. Intermediate: Ashleigh
Bolt, 1; Isabella Bayley, 2; Glen Koopman, 3.

Champion: Helen Koopma; Reserve:
Ashleigh Bolt.

Rearing, Senior: Benjamin Yates, 1; Helen
Koopman, 2; Liana Lammas, 3. Intermediate:
Ashleigh Bolt, 1; Isabella Bayley, 2; Glen
Koopman, 3.

Champion: Benjamin Yates; Reserve:
Ashleigh Bolt.

Dairy Type Light: Ashleigh Bolt, 1;
Benjamin Yates, 2; Liana Lammas, 3.

Dairy Type Heavy: Helen Koopman, 1;
Glen Koopman, 2; Isabella Bayley, 3.

Obstacle Course: Benjamin Yates and
Isabella Bayley, =1; Helen Koopman and
Ashleigh Bolt, =2; Liana Lammas and Glen
Koopman, =3.

Senior Cup: Benjamin Yates; Reserve:
Helen Koopman.

Junior Cup: Ashleigh Bolt; Reserve:
Isabella Bayley.

Waipa Holstein Friesian Club
Spring events well supported
The recent Waipa Holstein Frie-

sian Club annual Spring dinner
in Otorohanga to present Star of

the Future and Production awards for
the 08-09 season attracted a fantastic
attendance with over 60 people
enjoying a great night out.

The production awards were
shared around nicely amongst the
breeders and it was good to see so
many different studs receiving awards.

PRODUCTION AWARDS
Two-year-olds: Waipiri Oman

Liza ET, owned by D and P Fullerton.
Fat: 511 kg, Prot: 460 kg, litres:
13,234, LW: 539.

Three-year-olds: Waipiri Jocko
Pamela ET, owned by D and P
Fullerton. Fat:452 kg, Prot:499 kg,
litres 15,074, LW: 554.

Four-year-olds: Lochaven Lance
Jenisa, entered by D and P Fullerton.
Fat: 369 kg, Prot: 301 kg, litres: 9696

Westell Pierre Kutie, owned by D
and W Harker, with 378 LW.

Five-year-olds: Hss Extasy Safari
ET, owned by D and P Fullerton. Fat
631 kg, Prot 457 kg, litres: 12,686,
LW of 476.

Six-year-olds: Lochaven Mtoto
Mirace, entered by D and P Fullerton:
Prot: 309 kg, Litres: 11,152. Westell
Obsession Lana, owned by D and W
Harker: Fat: 358 kg. Kai-ete GH
Esther SOF, owned by G and S
Blackler : LW: 399.

Seven-year-olds: Mohaonui
Manx Mina S2F, Prot: 300kg,
litres:8926. Mohaonui Linsan Glow,
Fat: 374 kg. Both cows owned by
Hurley Hearnden Partnership. Kai-Ete
Amadeus Wish S0F, owned by G and
S Blackler: LW 410.

Eight-year-olds: Hillview Para-
gon Gold, owned by D and W Harker:
Fat:375 kg, Prot: 296 kg, Litres:
9054. Kai-ete Gerris Nina SOF,
owned by G and S Blackler: LW: 414.

Nine-year-olds: SRD Westell
Magley Dibbs, owned by D and W

Harker: 7840 litres. Hillsview Ohio
Spun, owned by Hurley Hearnden
Partnership: Fat: 340kg, Prot: 277 kg,
LW: 412.

10-years and over: Lochaven
Patron Jen, entered by D and P
Fullerton: Fat: 361 kg, Prot: 358 kg,
litres: 11,897. Mohoanui Walsea
Dimpl,: owned by Hurley Hearnden
Partnership: LW 459.

STAR OF THE FUTURE
This year’s Star of the Future

competition was again strongly
contested. The competition goes from
strength to strength with a nice little
money pool distributed amongst the
winners.

Winner is Paramount Gols Souey
(pictured), owned by W and P Cairns.

Highest type score went to: Raka

Pierre Giant, owned by A and L Flay
Highest Milk solids went to:

Mohaonui Lancelot Shea-ET, owned
by Hurley Hearnden Partnership with
464 kg of milk solids.

Highest two-year-old average was
Hurley Hearnden’s Mohaonui stud
with 375 kg/ms.

Top 10: Paramount Gols Souey,
owned by W and P Cairns: 100 (MS),
65 (Type), 165 (Total), 1; Raka Pierre
Giant, A and R Flay, 72, 85, 157, 2:
Carse-O-Fern Favour Heaven, D and L
Courtman: 99, 55, 154, 3; Carse-O-
Fern Ford Kati, D and L Courtman,
99, 50, 149, and Westell Pierre Pippa,
D and W Harker: 79, 70, 149, =4;
Westell Paisley Me Pippa, D and W
Harker: 79, 65, 144, and Mohaonui
Lancelot Shea-ET, Hurley Hearnden:

89, 55, 144, =6; Paramount Raul
Petal, W and P Cairns: 92, 45, 137, 8;
Westell Elsto Whero S1F, D and W
Harker: 92, 35, 127, 9; Frosterly
Monday Tali S2F, M and M Vickers:
61, 65, 126, 10.

The Spring club field day was a Sire
Assessment day which was well
attended.

The club thanks the Flays, Harkers,
Vickers and Palmhofs for enabling
them to view some very nice heifers
from a range of bulls.

As well as a good following, the
club raised $240.00 selling raffle
tickets for two semen draws for worth
over $350 kindly donated by Brenco.

This money will go towards spon-
sorship of the youth team for dairy
week.
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Taking control of
your farm finances

By  Mervyn 
Gyde
— Chartered 
Accountant
in the 
Te Awamutu 
fi rm Gyde 
Wansbone.

Business in the primary produce
and export sectors face fluctuat-
ing incomes from year to year,

often caused by factors largely beyond
their control.

Farmers cannot usually affect the
price they receive for their product, so
must be vigilant in managing factors
within their control.

The rural sector has plenty of
practice in managing the ups and
downs of produce returns. Manage-
ment of costs is a vital component of
this. Farming ventures with similar
outputs in terms of produce sold can
report very different profit figures
reflecting individual cost structures.

In some cases higher costs are part
of the overall business strategy for a
particular farm — for example high
inputs to support increased production
per hectare.

In many cases, however, costs can
be controlled and profits increased
simply by careful monitoring and
informed decision-making.

Successful businesses look ahead
and operate to a plan. A business plan
that reflects your goals and values will
provide clear direction in decision-
making. Your plan will include areas
such as staffing requirements, asset

maintenance and replacement, pas-
ture management and fertiliser appli-
cation, together with variations to the
plan to allow for adverse or unusual
weather conditions.

Any business plan must also include
a financial budget for the season, and
regular monitoring of results against
budget. All expenses must be consid-
ered carefully and only left in the
budget if they deliver a return. Essen-
tial spending must not be neglected.

Farms must be well maintained to
take advantage of the next upturn,
while running low cost strategies to
protect current farm incomes. Spend-
ing decisions made within an overall
plan will cut waste or inefficiency, and
improve your chances of achieving
your goals.

Farmers work long and hard for
their financial reward. It makes sense
to spend a little time working to
maximise that reward.

This year many dairy farmers have
estimated their income for provisional
tax purposes. Remember not to simply
reduce your expected taxable income
by the fall in payout.

You may well save on areas of
discretionary spending which will
reduce the impact of the payout fall.
Monitoring of actual income through-
out the season will enable you to
amend those estimates if necessary
during the year, and minimise IRD
interest charges.

Your business plan should be
regularly revisited to ensure it is still
accurate, up-to- date and achievable.
Plans must be updated to reflect
changed circumstances.

One cost that has been contentious
for farmers in the past is ACC
premiums. ACC is a compulsory cost,
often with little flow on benefit to
farmers. The regular ACC scheme
requires proof of loss of income before
any earnings related compensation is

paid out.
In many cases when a farmer is

injured and unable to work, friends and
family ensure that basic farm needs are
looked after, and no income is lost.

So no ACC payout is received,
even though high premiums have been
paid on all farm income.

ACC have an alternative scheme
available called ACC CoverPlus Extra
that is particularly suited to the rural
sector.

Within reason farmers can nomi-
nate their level of cover instead of
paying premiums on their total income
— ACC will accept a level of cover
based on the cost of a replacement
manager for an active farmer, or on
the cost of administration assistance
for a partner who does the book work.
There is guaranteed payout of the
agreed cover in the event of an
accident, with no need to prove loss of
income.

The premium per dollar of cover is
slightly higher than with the regular
scheme but this is outweighed by the
flexibility and certainty of the scheme.
Ask your chartered accountant about
applying for CoverPlus Extra.

As always, farmers have many
opportunities to manage their cost
structure and improve their returns.
Essential to this process is monitoring
the actual results.

Our firm produces monthly actual
cashflows for clients with comparison
to budgeted cashflow. In these difficult
times when Banks need commitment
and certainty these monthly reports
are proving invaluable to our clients as
they provide an accurate position on a
monthly basis along with a forecast
season end position.

See your chartered accountant for
advice and assistance with your
budgeting process, and for regular
monitoring of your financial results
throughout the year.
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Is Your Land 
Wet And Puggy?
Sub-soil drainage is the 
answer!

Breaking up that hard pan lets the 
moisture work evenly through the soil. 
It drys out those wet paddocks so you 
can grow more grass.

I have been using this machine for over
25 years in many and varied conditions
and soil types. I have a list of farmers who
have tried this system on their farms and
have been very impressed with the results.

Phone Ray Shearer
07 871 7156 home
027 417 7665 mobile
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THE GRASS IS GROWING
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Phone the Service Line today
870 2411 – 24/7

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Let our team of workshop and fi eld mechanics 
service your farm equipment now.

Payment options available T.A.P

� All tractor/machinery  
 mechanical work
� Modern fully
 equipped workshop
� 7 fully qualified
 technicians
� 4 field service vans

� Full engineering and
 machine shop facilities
� Mig/Tig welding

Part need replacing?
Our team can often

repair it cheaper

Now’s the time to have
that spring service!
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